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PREFACE
The California Energy Commission’s Energy Research and Development Division
supports energy research and development programs to spur innovation in energy
efficiency, renewable energy and advanced clean generation, energy-related
environmental protection, energy transmission and distribution and transportation.
In 2012, the Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC) was established by the
California Public Utilities Commission to fund public investments in research to create
and advance new energy solutions, foster regional innovation and bring ideas from the
lab to the marketplace. The California Energy Commission and the state’s three largest
investor-owned utilities—Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Diego Gas & Electric
Company and Southern California Edison Company—were selected to administer the
EPIC funds and advance novel technologies, tools, and strategies that provide benefits
to their electric ratepayers.
The Energy Commission is committed to ensuring public participation in its research and
development programs that promote greater reliability, lower costs, and increase safety
for the California electric ratepayer and include:
•

Providing societal benefits.

•

Reducing greenhouse gas emission in the electricity sector at the lowest possible
cost.

•

Supporting California’s loading order to meet energy needs first with energy
efficiency and demand response, next with renewable energy (distributed
generation and utility scale), and finally with clean, conventional electricity
supply.

•

Supporting low-emission vehicles and transportation.

•

Providing economic development.

•

Using ratepayer funds efficiently.

Constructing a Microgrid for a Wastewater Treatment Facility is the final report for the
Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant microgrid project (Grant Award Number EPC-14059) conducted by Trane U.S. The information from this project contributes to Energy
Research and Development Division’s EPIC Program.
For more information about the Energy Research and Development Division, please visit
the Energy Commission’s research website (www.energy.ca.gov/research/) or contact
the Energy Commission at 916-327-1551.
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ABSTRACT
This project provides a case study of the construction of a microgrid at the city of Santa
Rosa’s Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant in Sonoma County. The project documents
construction of a microgrid for a wastewater plant using 2 megawatt/480 kilowatt-hours
of battery energy storage, a microgrid controller integrated into the supervisory control
and data acquisition system of the plant for controllable loads, a 126-kilowatt carport
solar photovoltaic array, and the modification of two existing 1.1 megawatt combined
heat and power Cummins engines with selective catalytic reduction that are used as
dispatchable resources for load reduction. The microgrid project will improve plant
operations and grid resiliency for Santa Rosa and the surrounding region.
The microgrid is connected to the Pacific Gas and Electric distribution grid at 69 kilovolts
through a computer-controlled circuit breaker and is designed to operate autonomously.
The project experienced many hurdles during construction. In October 2017, the Tubbs
fire caused major damage to the areas surrounding Santa Rosa. The fire caused delays
in the project approvals, while the city dealt with a major catastrophe in the area.
Several critical suppliers at the beginning of the project such as Alstom and Tesla quit
the project. Nuvation Energy and Parker Hannifin replaced them. Despite project
difficulties, the California Energy Commission granted a project extension to March 31,
2019, due to these circumstances, and the project was completed.

Keywords: Microgrids, distributed energy resources, battery energy storage system,
microgrid controller, microgrid management system, resiliency, critical facility,
controllable loads, PV supplementation, microgrid interconnection process
Please use the following citation for this report:
Swank, Richard, Michael Day, Dean Perry P.E., John Reiner, and Bill Young P.E. 2019.
Constructing a Microgrid for a Wastewater Treatment Facility. California Energy
Commission. Publication Number: CEC-500-2019–063.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The City of Santa Rosa’s Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant faces future facility
upgrade challenges to respond to population growth and possible new regulations.
Microgrids are a technology approach that can improve the reliability and resilience of
wastewater treatment plants while achieving economic benefits and help the larger
electrical grid by participating in the ancillary electricity markets.
Wastewater treatment in California centers on the collection, conveyance, treatment,
reuse and disposal of wastewater. Wastewater passes through nearly 100,000 miles of
sanitary sewers and ends up at nearly 900 wastewater treatment centers throughout
California. Roughly 4 billion gallons of wastewater are generated in the state each day,
according to the Water Education Foundation.
Wastewater treatment plants use a considerable amount of electricity in a process that
involves pumping, solids separation, aeration, disinfection, and reclamation. Wastewater
treatment plants are usually one of the larger power consumers in a given area,
particularly in rural and semirural communities. Power consumption varies and is closely
correlated with process flow rates. Power consumption at the Laguna Wastewater
Treatment Plant ranges from more than 5 megawatts to less than 2 megawatts, with an
average of 3.5 megawatts.
Integrating and adapting the Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant to an advanced
microgrid provide the opportunity to convert a substantial electrical load into a grid
resource, which can help maintain power quality, assist in integrating renewables, and
generate new revenue for the plant operator. Wastewater facilities that install microgrid
technology can also reduce and stabilize related electricity costs while gaining a reliable
source of power in the event of a larger grid power outage.
Microgrid technology can help a wastewater treatment plant achieve flexible electrical
power consumption by using existing and new resources (such as flow-equalization
basins, combined-heat-and-power engines, and demand-reduction scenarios) in a new
way. A robust supervisory control and data acquisition system controls the Laguna
Wastewater Treatment Plant. A microgrid can be integrated into and implemented with
that system with operator input and override capabilities by applying sound supervisory
control and data acquisition programming processes. These stages of implementation
are required to uphold the mission of the plant to maintain a safe and environmentally
compliant operation at all times.
The attribution method used to gauge the grid impact of microgrid operations is of
particular concern. Attribution involves calculating what the load would have been in the
absence of action (baseline), measuring actual power draw, and reporting the
difference. Wastewater treatment plants have highly variable loads that are correlated
with flow, but the baseline is not calculated from those data. Instead, the current
1

method looks at data from the same hour of recent days but ignores actual process
mass flow. This current California Independent System Operator method results in a
less accurate baseline than a real-time data analytics approach could provide. This
assessment mirrors results from previous University of California, Davis, research on a
similar topic.
Facilities trying to participate in California Independent System Operator markets under
current rules face elevated uncertainty that can increase their risk, potentially leading to
reduced market participation. Conversely, Trane found that using a proprietary realtime data-driven algorithm to analyze the data opened opportunities to game the
system and receive revenue without a change in action. This research indicates a
critical gap in market mechanisms for highly variable assets but suggests that possible
data-driven solutions exist. This issue deserves further investigation.

Project Purpose
The project team designed, built, and prepared the project to demonstrate an advanced
microgrid that can provide ancillary services (operations beyond generation and
transmission that are needed to provide grid stability such as frequency control and
operating reserves) and some control over the effects to consumers of impacts to the
grid; identify barriers to participating in California energy markets and help reduce
operational costs at Santa Rosa’s Laguna Treatment Plant in Sonoma County.
The technology of the project demonstrates a reliable day-ahead nomination software
that curtails key dispatchable electricity-consuming resources for periods of the
following day. A microgrid controller installed during the project at the Laguna
Wastewater Treatment Plant is connected to the plant supervisory control and data
acquisition system (a computer system for gathering and analyzing data) with the
ability to control electricity-consuming assets and power generation equipment. This
control function had not previously been performed in a wastewater treatment facility.
In addition, the project demonstrated the ability to integrate solar photovoltaic electric
power with battery energy storage and to use existing combined heat and power
engine generators that were otherwise idle, all with the Day-Ahead Nomination system
connected to the California Independent System Operator Proxy Demand Resource
program.
Another key goal of the project was to transfer the knowledge gained to a broader
audience to encourage replication of a scalable solution for similar wastewater
treatment plants throughout California and beyond.

Project Approach
Trane U.S. managed the project; coordinated the efforts of the engineers,
subcontractors, and vendors; and acted as the technology integrator. Trane ensured
that all contractors met their contractual obligations and that their products met project
requirements. It also ensured that all technologies used in the project would function as
2

a well-integrated system and that all subcontractors and vendors would work effectively
as the project team.
The project team used an integrated design process to develop review packages at 30,
60, 90, and 100 percent levels of completeness for review by the Laguna Wastewater
Treatment Plant and the city of Santa Rosa building department for an unusually
detailed and thorough building permit approval process. Each review package included
design plans, submittals, an engineer’s review, and an operational review. To help
maintain an agreement on these design documents, each party had input into the
process.
The Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant project used a Schweitzer Engineering
Laboratories microgrid controller connected to the existing plant supervisory control and
data acquisition system. A battery inverter from Parker Hannifin and a Nuvation Battery
connected to the 12-kilovolt electrical in the M2 substation. There were minimal outages
during construction.
Prior to installation at the Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant, the project team
performed extensive testing of the Parker Hannifin inverter and Nuvation battery energy
storage system at Parker’s plant in Tennessee. This testing confirmed that the battery
and inverter system met all national standards and project performance specifications.
The team also performed a “minicommissioning” (testing to verify the system is
operating correctly) with complete load bank tests and operational tests with the
Schweitzer microgrid controller. After completion of these tests, all the qualified
engineers working on the project cleared the storage system for installation into the
microgrid.
To provide ancillary services and enable participation of the microgrid in energy
markets, Trane developed the Day-Ahead Nomination software for the microgrid
controller. City of Santa Rosa supervisory control and data acquisition system
programmers helped interface this software into the on-site system. The team then
performed commissioning of the interface and verifying communications protocols.
While construction of the microgrid continued, the microgrid controller and software
began monitoring plant operations and collecting data, such as plant power, wastewater
pumping flows, and other data.
Pacific Gas and Electric Company granted live on-site final commissioning and testing of
the microgrid management system on a conditional basis as the final telemetry and
interconnection agreement approvals were completed. This allowed commissioning and
testing of the microgrid. The city of Santa Rosa is completing its telemetry requirements
and pursuing final interconnection with Pacific Gas and Electric.

Project Results
The project team designed, built, and prepared the project to demonstrate an advanced
microgrid that can provide ancillary services and some control over the effects to
3

consumers from impacts to the overall grid, identified barriers to participating in
California energy markets, and helped reduce operational costs at the Laguna
Treatment Plant. Integrating and adapting the Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant to
an advanced microgrid provide the opportunity to convert a substantial electrical load
into a grid resource, which can help maintain power quality, assist in integrating
renewable energy, and generate new revenue for the plant operator.
This project demonstrated the successful integration and adaptation of the Laguna
Wastewater Treatment Plant to a reliable and resilient microgrid that will provide
ancillary services to California’s electrical grid in the future. This project is the first of its
kind in magnitude and complexity. The microgrid makes critical wastewater treatment
infrastructure and plants more resilient by being able to adapt to changing conditions
and recover from disruptions.
Continued operation of the microgrid system may also provide substantial financial and
environmental results for Santa Rosa if it uses the attributes of the microgrid to
participate in ancillary energy markets as part of its daily wastewater plant operations.
The carport solar photovoltaic system contributes to offsetting electricity use for
charging the battery. Selective catalytic reduction systems reduce greenhouse gas
emissions when the combined-heat-and-power units are used. Microgrid-controlled
demand reduction and participation in the daily electrical California Independent System
Operator Proxy Demand Resource market program will provide a source of revenue
generation for the plant.
Although project delays required an additional year’s grant extension and costs
exceeded the original grant amount, the project finished within the grant term and has
gained public exposure.
Additional lessons learned from the project include the following:
•

Overcoming objections to and concerns about procedural and operational change
and achieving early “buy-in” of wastewater plant operators and staff, elected city
government officials, and city information technology experts and
communications staff are integral to project success.

•

Maintaining compliance with regulations is paramount.

•

Identifying a qualified individual with microgrid and storage system knowledge to
serve as the point of contact promotes efficiency and effectiveness.

•

Effective system integration is critical to success. In addition, information
technology staff must understand that any postinstallation changes in the
network structure or hardware can disrupt communications between microgrid
components and cause operational issues.

•

Utility interconnection agreements and processes and city and air quality
management district permitting require extensive lead times, often of a year or
more.
4

•

Wastewater plant legacy equipment and systems create challenges and require
inclusion of electricians and other experts familiar with the equipment and
systems.

Technology/Knowledge Transfer/Market Adoption
(Advancing the Research to Market)
Trane invested heavily in outreach to share knowledge and technology. It delivered
microgrid onsite tours to dozens of stakeholder groups, such as the California Water
Environment Association, and more than 50 local and out-of-area participants. It also
delivered presentations to stakeholder groups and cities throughout California. These
high-profile outreach efforts enabled interested parties and the public to see the
application of a microgrid at a wastewater plant and educated them about the feasibility
and value of microgrids.
This project was the first commercial application for Trane’s Day-Ahead Nomination
system. The introduction of the system led to further discussions and potential use of
this microgrid technology.

Benefits to California
The Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant microgrid will result in numerous benefits to
California ratepayers.
The project will successfully demonstrate that a microgrid can reduce energy costs
while improving the resilience of critical facilities and infrastructure. This project will
reduce Santa Rosa’s energy use and achieve substantial economic benefits for the city
and the Sonoma County region, with savings estimated between $85,000 and $125,000
annually. In addition, the city can participate in the California Independent System
Operator Proxy Demand Resource day-ahead market program and potentially generate
revenue projected at $80,000 to $140,000 per year.
Several local small businesses and contractors worked for the project. In total, about
$6.5 million of induced and indirect economic benefits accrued to local, regional, and
state economies.
Careful review and assessment of the Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant microgrid
system performance, costs, lessons learned, and benefits realized have and will
increase the microgrid knowledge base locally and across the state. This project will
have demonstrated a successful microgrid design that not only can be expanded at the
site in the future, but is also suitable for replication at other high-energy-use
wastewater treatment sites. With more than 900 wastewater treatment plants in the
state, installation of additional microgrid systems could dramatically reduce the annual
electric load on the grid and offer substantial cost savings and resilience benefits.

5
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CHAPTER 1:
Introduction
The Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant (LTP) microgrid project demonstrated an
advanced microgrid at a large wastewater treatment facility that would provide
increased reliability and resilience. It consists of a fast responding, battery energy
storage system (BESS) and makes use of existing assets such as the flow equalization
basins for demand response. Wastewater facilities do not react quickly, and rely on
steady treatment of incoming influent flows by using collecting ponds to even out the
flow rates. This report documents valuable engineering insights, lessons learned,
describes demand reduction scenarios with energy saving measures, and the potential
financial benefits of demonstrating the value of a microgrid solution for large
wastewater treatment facilities throughout California.
Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 provide detail as to how the LTP microgrid project was
implemented and can serve as a resource to other project teams working on
implementing similar projects. Chapter 10, Production Readiness Plan, addresses key
considerations regarding how to replicate microgrids.
This report provides details of the implementation of the project including:
•

Project Design Engineering (Chapter 2).

•

Project Procurement (Chapter 3).

•

Microgrid and Component Interfacing (Chapter 4).

•

Construction Activities (Chapter 5).

•

Testing, Start-up and Commissioning (Chapter 6).

•

System Operation & Observation (Chapter 7)

•

Project Benefits (Chapter 8)

•

Technology and Knowledge Transfer (Chapter 9)

•

Project Pre-production Readiness (Chapter 10)

•

Conclusions and Recommendations (Chapter 11)

The remaining sections of this first chapter provide introductions to the city of Santa
Rosa, Trane U.S., Nuvation Energy, Parker Hannifin, and Miratech and a brief
description of each; a description of the purpose and need for each participant; and a
discussion on the project objectives, project benefits summary, and a description of the
project team.
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The Laguna Treatment Plant
The mission of the Laguna Treatment Plant is to protect public health by sustaining
water resources, infrastructure, and the environment. Trane U.S. helped the city of
Santa Rosa by designing and implementing a microgrid project for the LTP.
The current LTP is a tertiary-level treatment facility that has an average 17.5 million
gallon daily flow. The incoming utility power to the plant includes a 69-kilovolt (kV)
utility feed from Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) to the plant’s own substation,
a 2.2-megawatt (MW) ultraviolet disinfection system and a co-generation system with
four Cummins 1.1-MW engines. Recently a high strength waste project was completed
at the plant which provides for a mixed burn fuel for two of the four co-generation
engines. The other two co-generation engines were not run except on as rotating runtime engines to even hours on the engines.

The City of Santa Rosa
The City of Santa Rosa is in Sonoma County, in the “wine country” of Northern
California, and is the fifth most populous city in the San Francisco Bay Area (Figure 1).
Santa Rosa is 55 miles north of San Francisco with a population of around 185,000,
which encompasses a Sonoma County population of around 500,000.
Santa Rosa’s Laguna Wastewater Treatment plant serves the greater population of
Sonoma County, which includes the City of Santa Rosa and outlying communities of
Sebastopol, Cotati, Rohnert Park, and other areas within the county. The LTP serves a
population of nearly 230,000.
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Figure 1: Vicinity Map of Laguna Treatment Plant

Source: Trane U.S.

Overview of Project Description
As shown in Figure 2, the Laguna Treatment Plant microgrid project consists of the
following:
•

126 kilowatt alternating current (kWAC) carport photovoltaic (PV) array

•

2MW/480 kilowatt-hour (kWh) Nuvation Energy battery energy storage system
(BESS)

•

12 kV/480V transformer with a Parker Hannifin 2-MW inverter

•

Two (2) Miratech selective catalytic reduction systems implemented onto two
existing Cummins 1.1MW co-generation engines
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•

Schweitzer microgrid controller

•

Trane Scheduling Coordinator (SC)+ System Controller to Trane GridFlex™ to SC
to California Independent System Operator (ISO) Proxy Demand Resource

•

LTP 69-kV substation connected to PG&E utility power
Figure 2: Microgrid Architecture for Laguna Treatment Plant

Source: Trane U.S.
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The Laguna Treatment Plant aerial view is shown in Figure 3 with the completed
carport solar PV system in foreground and overall view of the wastewater plant.
Figure 3: Aerial View of Laguna Treatment Plant

Source: Trane U.S.

Microgrid Demonstration at Wastewater Treatment
Facilities
California has a need for reducing carbon emissions and providing for a reliable and
sustainable electrical grid system. Grid reliability is a major concern as California
continues to grow yet has to reduce the demand for fossil fuels while still providing
reliable electricity to the state’s growing economy.
Wastewater treatment facilities (WTFs) not only consume a large amount of power,
they also are a large water recycling resource. Both functions are in demand in the
State, especially during drought periods.
Microgrids therefore are a viable solution for large electrical consuming wastewater
treatment facilities. With nearly 1,000 water treatment facilities throughout the state, it
is imperative to look at such potential resources for reducing electrical demand and
assisting the utility grid.
This project sought to build a working microgrid for the Laguna Treatment Plant in a
mid-size community serving the greater County of Sonoma, California. The project
integrated multiple sources of energy generation, some preexisting assets, with a new
battery energy storage system and select dispatchable controllable plant loads. The
project incorporated a connection with California ISO to provide day-ahead market
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services in the Proxy Demand Resource program. This program helps reliability needs
and reduces electrical utility demand.
While microgrid controllers have not traditionally been applied to wastewater treatment
facilities this project demonstrated at a smaller scale the ability to prove the capabilities
and move toward widespread commercialization.

Project Objectives
The objectives of this project were to:
•

Install a microgrid capable of delivering day-ahead market services while not
compromising wastewater plant operations.

•

Integrate renewable carport solar PV, battery energy storage, generation, and
controllable loads into the microgrid.

•

Demonstrate the ability to use existing assets such as flow equalization basins
and previously underused existing cogeneration engines with selective catalytic
reduction emission controls.

•

Demonstrate the ability of the microgrid to participate in the California ISO Proxy
Demand Resource demand response program.

•

Achieve a reduction in annual electrical energy consumption from the grid and
provide for a revenue source from the Proxy Demand Resource participation.

•

Make the knowledge gained from this project available to a broad audience.

•

Develop a plan to help commercialize the microgrid technologies and strategies
demonstrated under this agreement.

•

These objectives were largely met as discussed in Chapter 7, System
Observation, and Chapter 8, Project Benefits.

Project Benefits
The Laguna Treatment Plant microgrid project has provided benefits to the site host, to
the region, and to the California ratepayers. These benefits going forward under its
future operation include lower energy costs, revenue generating resources and
reduction in pollutants, greater electricity reliability and increased safety, all of which
are described in Chapter 8, Project Benefits.
The Laguna Treatment Plant microgrid project has achieved technological
advancements and overcome barriers associated with microgrid use. The project
demonstrated a successful model of working cooperatively with the local utility (PG&E)
to integrate distributed renewable energy resources into California’s electricity grid. The
project also successfully demonstrated the technical, potential financial, and regulatory
feasibility of integrating renewable energy generation with battery storage, conventional
combined heat and power (CHP) engines with emission reduction selective catalytic
reductions, microgrid controller technology, and wastewater treatment facility
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controllable loads into a single microgrid at the scale of a large size wastewater
treatment facility.
Beyond the benefits associated with this specific project, there is potential for much
greater future benefit to be realized via the increased use of microgrids at water
treatment facilities throughout California. The lessons learned and the significant
outreach conducted as a part of this project will help move the adoption of microgrid
technologies forward. Chapter 8 briefly examines the market potential for replication of
projects like the Laguna Treatment Plant demonstrated here.
The Laguna Treatment Plant microgrid project has demonstrated beneficial impacts for
Santa Rosa and the surrounding communities in terms of providing a functioning
microgrid example of a secure, reliable, replicable microgrid for other wastewater
facilities.

Project Team
Figure 4 shows the project team organizational chart for the microgrid project at the
Laguna Treatment Plant.
Figure 4: Project Organization Team

Source: Trane U.S.

The project was led by Trane U.S., which served as the general contractor and
developed the overall design concept. Major subcontractors and their respective roles
were as follows:
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•

Trane
o Trane provided the project management, coordination and oversight of
the microgrid design. Trane also supplied the Trane Grid Services software
to interface with California ISO for the Proxy Demand Resource program
implementation.

•

City of Santa Rosa
o The City of Santa Rosa was the host client for which the microgrid project
was installed at their Laguna Treatment Plant. City staff and plant
operators provided valuable knowledge transfer throughout the project.
The city’s supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) programmers
provided the required interface and Modbus communications for the
microgrid project on their plant. The city provided some match funds for
one of the selective catalytic reductions for one of its existing Cummins
1.1 MW CHP engines. However, the City did not provide their full cost
share commitment of $750,000 to the project.

•

Electrical Consultants, Inc. (ECI)
o ECI provided the electrical design drawings and details including the
Schweitzer microgrid controller programming. ECI provided significant
engineering during hardware-in-the-loop testing and onsite testing and
commissioning.

•

Pacific Gas and Electric Company
o PG&E is the regional utility and was a critical project partner for granting
the project permission to operate after a complex interconnection process.

•

Brown & Caldwell
o Brown & Caldwell provided the engineering for the selective catalytic
reductions and the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD)
air permit application support.

•

Geveden Industrial
o Geveden Industrial designed and performed the civil work that including
excavation, grading and trenching at the selective catalytic reductions and
BESS/inverter locations. They also performed the concrete, rebar, and
electrical work for both the low and line voltage requirements of the
project.

•

Nuvation Energy
o Nuvation provided the design of the BESS container and the battery
management system. Their factory testing before shipment to the site
helped greatly in reducing the on-site commissioning process and
operational validation of the system. A collaborative effort between
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Nuvation, Parker, and Trane greatly helped the final project completion.
Nuvation also provided all of their matching funds as part of the California
Energy Commission (CEC) grant.
•

Parker Hannifin
o Parker provide the inverter system for the BESS system including the
close-coupled 12-kV transformer. Parker provided expertise in the factory
testing and field commissioning of the system.

•

Villara
o Villara provided the design and installation of the 126-kilowatt (kW)
carport solar PV system. Their engineering support and start-up of the
system provided for a complete system and an excellent integration into
the project of a renewable resource used for helping re-charge the BESS.

•

Miratech
o Miratech furnished the selective catalytic reduction units for two of the
existing CHP engines. They furnished their equipment and engineering
support and assisted with the final commissioning and emission testing.
They worked with Cummins and their field service personnel for tuning
the engines during start-up procedures.

•

University of California (UC) Davis – Center for Water Efficiency
o UC Davis – Center for Water Efficiency helped write a report on the
benefits of the microgrid project and its impact on wastewater treatment
facilities. A copy of the UC Davis report is found in Appendix F.
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CHAPTER 2:
Design and Engineering
Engineering Design Process
The engineering design process was a collaborative team effort between the design
engineering team and the supplying vendors of the project. Upfront concept and
engineering considerations were started with Trane’s team, and the key electrical
designer, Electrical Consultants, Inc. and the vendors that supplied the products. Once
the concepts were established for the design Trane brought in the engineering
expertise of Nuvation and Parker for the microgrid energy storage design. The carport
PV solar was designed by Villara. The CHP engine selective catalytic reduction units
design was completed with Brown & Caldwell and Miratech.
This early on approach helped establish the project goals and implementation strategy.
The carport solar PV and selective catalytic reduction units emission systems were
performed in separate engineering discussions for the design, engineering and
construction details as these components of the microgrid were in separate locations at
the wastewater plant.
The engineering and design portions of the project four stages were performed as
follows:
•

30 percent design drawing package review by LTP staff completed first

•

60 percent design drawing package review by LTP staff

•

90 percent design drawing package review by LTP staff

•

100 percent design completion and review, then submitted for city of Santa Rosa
permit

Throughout the stages, a design drawing package contained the engineering plans and
an engineer’s notation of progress. The drawing packages communicated the design
intent with progressing levels of detail at each stage. Trane provided multiple meetings
and discussions on the microgrid operational aspects and buy-in from plant operators
and staff for acceptable operational cases or scenarios. The SCADA control functions,
operational parameters, and constraints were discussed along the way.
At each review stage, comments were collected from the operators and staff, reviewed
and discussed by the design team, then used to make any changes or improvements to
the design work for the next milestone.
Due to vendor changes early in the project (Alstom Grid and Tesla quit) Trane required
additional time to connect with new vendors and suppliers. The grant timeline was
extended to allow for these changes. Other delays in the design and engineering phase
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were due to long lead times of the batteries and the City-caused delays in the
plan/permit reviews.
The project was mostly constructed in 2018 while commissioning occurred in early
2019. This required an early start in 2018 on many of the construction tasks that the
City had approved. The delays in 2018 were mostly due to city review delays and the
Tubbs Fire that impacted Santa Rosa’s ability to process the project plans.
Consequently, the final design packages had to be submitted separately for the BESS,
the carport solar PV and the selective catalytic reduction units to keep the project
moving.
Electrical Design Consultants acted as the electrical engineer of record for the project.
They were very helpful in their reviews and made changes to the designs as needed.
Villara handled the complete design of the carport solar PV system including selection of
the panels, inverters, and the site work. Baja Construction provided the PV carport
structure and support system. Geveden Industrial provided the installation of the main
electrical connection to the plant from the PV system including the trenching work and
patch paving.
Geveden Industrial included the civil design portion of the work of the selective catalytic
reduction units and the BESS system. Brown & Caldwell provided the selective catalytic
reduction units design drawings and air permitting support engineering.
Trane performed the engineering selection of the Schweitzer microgrid controller, the
Trane software and SCADA interface. Trane’s GridFlex™ team at the factory provided
software support and testing. The city of Santa Rosa SCADA programmers with Trane
and ECI performed the necessary interface software engineering requirements of the
microgrid to the wastewater plant systems.
Nuvation Energy designed the BESS system with Parker Hannifin’s inverter integration.
These two companies worked well together and with Trane’s engineers to provide a
complete factory tested system before arrival at the site. This system was tested
completely and satisfactorily before shipment and clearly met all applicable standards
for performance. It included a grid tied charging and discharge test and operational
microgrid controller testing! It worked perfectly.

Microgrid Control Strategy and Design
Trane software engineers with engineering support from ECI for the microgrid controller
interface developed the microgrid control strategy. The strategy of the project was to
run the microgrid system with various scenarios agreeable to the Laguna Treatment
Plant personnel. These scenarios included:
1. Use of the flow equalization basins, which consist of two 6-million-gallon
concrete ponds for influent flow diversion. This allows the plant to slowly ramp
down in kW usage and thereby reduce plant load on the grid.
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2. Using the BESS battery system to make up the difference in shortfall kW targets
or as a constant instantaneous load reduction component. The BESS is rated at 2
MW for five minutes and then linearly decreases to zero in 15 minutes. The BESS
can be used standalone or in conjunction with either the flow equalization basin
or the CHP engines.
3. Activation of either one or both of the selective catalytic reduction unit converted
Cummins CHP engines as kW load reduction assets. Each engine is rated at 1.1
MW each.
These scenarios allow the plant to participate in the California ISO Proxy Demand
Resource program in a day-ahead nomination. The plant operator decides the day
before how much and when it wishes to offer a kW demand reduction of energy at the
plant. If California ISO accepts the offer the plant is notified in-advance of the event
time, and then must perform the energy reduction it was awarded. If successful (such
as in meeting the obligation and demand reduction), then city then would be paid for
their reduction and participation in the Proxy Demand Resource program. A scheduling
coordinator (SC) is required for the program participation. This project was able to
demonstrate all the microgrid functions and perform all of the scenarios and some
combinations of scenarios. The microgrid has the ability to provide an on-going revenue
stream to the City, help the grid in the Sonoma County area by reducing demand on the
electrical grid, and act as a load balancing resource during peak times.
The project at the end of the grant period was allowed to commission and facilitate a
30-day test period of the microgrid (as the PG&E telemetry was yet to be installed
completely at the time of the grant end date of March 31, 2019. Commissioning of each
scenario was performed, tested and energy and flow data was gathered. The outcome
of the testing and data demonstrated the attributes of a microgrid integrated and
operating with a SCADA system at a wastewater treatment facility with operator manin-the-loop control of the plant assets at all times. This is key for wastewater facilities
as they are extremely risk averse.
The following section provides a brief description of the scenarios that will help orient
the reader to the modes, design, and function of the microgrid.
Scenario 1 – Flow Equalization Basins: Flow Diversion
The Laguna Treatment Plant has two 6-million gallon flow equalization basins used for
influent flow diversion. Typically flow equalization basins are most heavily used in the
winter months during rain storms, so that the plant can catch up with the typically
higher influent flows. These are then available in the summer months when the flows
are typically lower and the flow equalization basins can be used as a resource for
demand reduction.
Multiple operational runs of Scenario 1 were performed over a 30-day period in April
2019 with repeatable success. The flow diversion typically would require about an hour
in advance to meet the target kW that was offered the day before. In several sample
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runs the target value was entered at a 500 kW reduction for an event period of two
hours. Through some trial and error it was found that if the flow diversion would be
started about an hour before the required time to hit the ‘target’ value the Scenario
would closely meet or exceed the 500 kW target amount during the event period. The
plant operator could overshoot the target value by diverting more influent flow as it
approached the event start time. A lesson learned with this scenario is not only are
plant loads constantly varying all the time it is strongly advised to evaluate the flow
equalization basin time it takes to meet a target kW reduction amount. This can be
done manually via the SCADA control of the flow equalization basin and by monitoring
the plant load reduction.
Figure 5 is a picture of one of the flow equalization basins used for Flow Diversion
Scenario 1.
Figure 5: Flow Equalization Basin

Source: Trane U.S.

Scenario 2 – Battery Energy Storage System (BESS)
The Nuvation Energy BESS system in conjunction with the Parker inverter provided the
ability to instantaneously deliver 2 MW for five minutes and then linearly decline to zero
in the following ten minutes. Albeit a small BESS in kWH capacity it was a great
resource for peak shaving and making up for other plant assets that were slow reacting
(such as flow equalization basin turndown time; CHP engine ramp-up times, and
others).
Scenario 2 was tested and operated in various events whereby as a standalone
resource it would provide 250-kW reductions for nearly two hours. At smaller values it
would extend the time of operation.
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When the BESS was coupled with either the flow equalization basin or a CHP engine it
would help assist hitting the target values once the event time would start and then
allow the flow equalization basin or CHP to catch up until they could meet the load
reduction desired.
Typically the battery would be used once a day and then re-charged at night after 11
P.M. when electrical demand costs are less expensive and loads are relatively stable.
Figure 6 is a photo of the Nuvation Energy BESS and Parker inverter/transformer.
Figure 6: Nuvation Energy and Parker Inverter/Transformer

Source: Trane U.S.

Scenario 3 – CHP Engine #3 or #4 With selective catalytic reduction units
There are four existing Cummins 1.1 MW CHP engines at the LTP. Two engines are
dedicated for digester gas operation with a 10 percent natural gas mixture and the
other two engines (#3 and #4) were underused natural gas engines for standby use
only due to air quality management district (AQMD) permit limitations. This project
enabled these two mostly underused engines to now be operated on 100 percent
natural gas with Miratech selective catalytic reduction anti-pollution technology applied
to them.
During testing of CHP engines #3 and #4 these two assets (as long as they were
runnable and without need of maintenance) could easily be called upon and used.
Several operational tests and runs with the engines using the day-ahead nomination
format were performed and they easily met the desired target kW reduction. Typically,
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750 kW would conservatively be offered in a simulated bid as plant loads could be
variable and this variability could affect the baseline load.
Lessons learned with CHP engines is that once they are converted with selective
catalytic reduction units, the engines required both Cummins and Miratech to be on site
for engine tuning and emissions adjustments. This was done several times due to city
operational issues with their CHP engines to get them operable and useable as a
resource. Running two engines at a time also presents the need for adequate natural
gas volumes and pressures to ensure proper fueling of the engines. Figure 7 is of the
Miratech selective catalytic reduction units under construction and near completion.
Figure 7: Two Miratech Selective Catalytic Reduction Unit Installations

Source: Trane U.S.

Electrical Design
The electrical design was completed under the supervision and direction of qualified
and licensed electrical engineers at ECI, Inc. The design consisted of the following plan
sheets:
•

Electrical Legend and Abbreviations

•

Overall Electrical Site Plan

•

Electrical Plan for Battery System/Inverter/Transformer

•

Miratech Electrical Plan
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•

Carport PV System Electrical tie-in Plan

•

M2 Switchgear Electrical Plan

•

Electrical Details

•

M2 Switchgear Single-Line Diagram

•

Santa Rosa LTP Single Line Diagram

•

Electrical Network Diagram

•

Miscellaneous Diagrams

The electrical design reconfigured the plant’s existing M2 switchgear to provide 12.5 kV,
three phase power to the Parker inverter/transformer. SEL 700 protection relays and
customer metering are in the main breaker section. The M2 switchgear is fed from the
existing main substation on the plant owned by the City of Santa Rosa, which is
powered from a 69-kV PG&E feed to the plant. An air switch in the main substation
provides a visible lockable disconnect for PG&E.
From the M2 switchgear, underground conduits feed the new 12-kV service to the
Parker pad mounted transformer/inverter, which has a local unit disconnect switch that
serves as the visible lockable disconnect. The plant can open this switch if necessary.
From the Parker inverter underground feeders enter the Nuvation Energy Battery
Storage System. On the exterior of the Battery Storage there is a circuit
breaker/disconnect for isolation of the Battery Storage System. The 126 kWAC
photovoltaic (Carport solar PV) array is AC coupled at 480 V to the plant site grid.
Two preexisting Cummins CHP generator sets were integrated into the microgrid
project. Each CHP engine (#3 & #4) is capable of 1.1 MW each at 4,160-volt, 3-phase.
Each engine is tied into the existing on-site electrical grid at the plant.
Under this project, each of the two CHP engines are dispatchable via the Trane
GridFlex™ program which provides the SC functions for the California ISO Proxy
Demand Resource day-ahead market program. Operators can request these engines to
support the reduction of plant load and enable participation in the day-ahead market.
Under the project, these modifications and additions of assets allow for the Trane
GridFlex™ program to request the battery storage, the flow diversion, and the two CHP
engines to seamlessly perform individually or in a combination of scenarios.
Electrical Studies
Table 1 shows the electrical studies completed during the design phase of the project.
These are briefly discussed below.
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Table 1: Electrical Studies Completed During Design Phase
Study
Authors
Laguna Treatment Plant Microgrid
Study

Trane, ECI, Inc., Nuvation & Parker

Plant Load and Flow Study

City of Santa Rosa, Trane, ECI, Inc.

Electrical Coordination Study

ECI, Inc.

Factory Testing BESS / Inverter
Study

Trane, Nuvation & Parker (at the Parker
test facility)

Source: Trane U.S.

Trane / Nuvation Energy / Parker Microgrid Study
The Trane/LTP microgrid study was completed using the Nuvation/Parker/Trane
simulation software package. The research team performed steady-state and
discharge/re-charge stability analyses. The following scenarios were analyzed:
1. Simulation 1: Charging/Discharging of battery storage system at Parker’s live
testing facility in Tennessee. Parker connected their inverter to the grid, and all
internal system tests were run including voltage, amperage and frequency.
2. Simulation 2: Simulate various discharge stages for the battery storage system
with live connection to the Schweitzer microgrid controller and Trane’s SC+
controller connected to Trane’s GridFlex™ software.
3. Simulation 3: Testing and simulation of on-board battery management system
during discharge and re-charge cycling and the Parker inverter system.
The conclusion of the simulation study was that all voltages and thermal loadings in the
buses and line sections were maintained within normal criteria and no thermal or
voltage violations were found.
The stability analysis was performed to evaluate the ability of the battery storage
system and inverter, especially the BESS, to be able to sustain and be disconnected
from the grid. Two scenarios were considered: BESS at full state of charge energy; and
BESS at minimum state of charge. The results indicated that the BESS was capable of
being dispatched and curtailed as needed for the requested capacity (kW) of the
design.
The factory acceptance test identified the following:
•

There were no pre-shipment issues with either BESS or the inverter/transformer.

•

All safeties and operation satisfied all test results.

•

The BESS was capable of being island remotely.

•

The BESS met all system design requirements and applicable standards.
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Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10 depict the testing at Parker’s Energy Grid-Tie Division
testing facility located in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Figure 8: Nuvation Energy Battery Energy Storage System

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 9: Parker 890GTB Inverter/Transformer with Specifications

Source: Trane U.S.
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Figure 10: 2 Megawatt Load Bank

Source: Trane U.S.

Other Electrical Studies
The other studies shown in Table 1 were performed using Trane GridFlex™ program
with the Schweitzer microgrid controller and Trane SC+ controller. The integrated
controllers and software provided for pre-installation simulation testing of the microgrid
system under a live load bank and the Parker inverter/transformer with the Nuvation
Energy BESS system interconnection tied to Duke Energy for charging. These tests were
performed at the Parker Energy Grid-Tie facility and showed that all performance
requirements and standards were met.
Figure 11 shows the actual testing diagram that was performed at the Parker factory
with three engineers from Nuvation Energy, Parker engineers, Electrical Consultants,
Inc. electrical engineer, and Trane engineers. The controllers (that is, the Schweitzer
microgrid controller and the Trane SC+) are located in the Nuvation control room in the
BESS container.
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Figure 11: Factory Test at Parker Energy Grid-Tie Division

Source: Trane U.S.

At the Laguna Treatment Plant project site the plant electrical load and flow data study
and analysis were performed prior and during final testing of the microgrid. These
studies provided background for plant operation and historical information.
Prior to making the final 12 kV connections to the Parker transformer and inverter, the
electrical tests were performed under the direction of qualified engineers for the
protective devices at the first level of connection, where power sources and main load
switchboard connect to the microgrid. The Short Circuit Study determined the maximum
fault current at the main breaker in the M2 switchgear (LTP-owned service) connected
to the microgrid. The Arc Flash Study determined the arc flash category rating at the
main bus, where it is connected to the microgrid. This information was then used to
develop arc flash warning labels that were affixed to each associated electrical service
panel, as appropriate. Figure 12 is of the relay setting and testing performed on the SEL
relay.
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Figure 12: SEL Relay Settings and Test

Source: Trane U.S.

Civil and Structural Design
The civil engineering design was completed under the supervision and direction of a
qualified licensed civil engineer and consisted of the following plan sheets:
•

Civil legend and abbreviations

•

Civil site plans for carport PV area

•

BESS system civil site plan

•

Selective catalytic reduction units civil plan for CHP engines #3 & #4

•

Civil details by area

Structural engineering was completed under the supervision and direction of a qualified
licensed civil engineer. Structural engineering was limited to equipment anchoring and
concrete equipment pad design.

Network and Communications
Network and communications engineering was a joint effort among Trane, The City of
Santa Rosa Information Technology (IT) department and ECI, Inc. Trane, with ECI,
Inc., created a data flow diagram showing each device that has a role in the microgrid
communications, control, and generation systems. The dataflow diagram showed the
signal paths and characteristics between all devices. From this data flow diagram, Trane
created a data flow table to add details such as IP addresses. Next, a network diagram
was created by ECI, Inc. and added to the electrical plan set. The data flow diagram,
data flow table, and network diagram were created after the 60 percent design review
and were revised at 90 percent and 95 percent level of detail. The 100 percent network
diagram was used during construction to install the required components for
interconnection of device communication, monitoring, and control.
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The Trane and City of Santa Rosa team collaborated on a Virtual Private Network (VPN)
and cybersecurity assessment as part of the network and communications design. The
City of Santa Rosa IT staff provided for the cybersecurity protection methods and made
sure that the microgrid network and communications design met their stringent
requirements for the facilities.

Concept of Operations
The Concept of Operations for the microgrid evolved over a year and several on-site
meetings with plant operators, Trane, and ECI, Inc. and the California ISO to discuss
and draft a plan of operations for the project. The research team did a thorough review
of the draft concepts of how the microgrid would operate. These meetings narrowed
down the possibilities to what the plant operators could understand and were
comfortable in allowing the microgrid to control and operate for the day-ahead market.
As the lead system integrator, Trane used their GridFlex™ software platform for
integration with the Schweitzer microgrid controller and Trane SC+ controller. Working
with ECI, Inc., Nuvation, and Parker closely, Trane developed a plan for the Concept of
Operations of how the microgrid should operate that was approved by the plant’s
operators.
The plant operators limited the full breadth of what the microgrid would be allowed to
perform, to limit impacts to the customary operation of the plant. Ultimately, Trane and
the equipment providers constrained what the microgrid could and could not do from a
technical and contractual perspective (what their system is capable of and what their
contract responsibilities are for the project). PG&E requirements defined what the
microgrid capabilities needed to be from a regulatory perspective. The Concept of
Operations was revised several times to account for the changes the City required for
their plant operations to not be disturbed.

Interconnection Process
The interconnection for the project required several key steps in acquiring the approval
processes:
1. Approved plans for the interconnection
2. Service connection arrangement
3. Interconnection agreement
These processes were delayed due to a long time for city review and approvals, which
delayed the acquiring of the PG&E Interconnection agreement. The city had been
dealing with the devastating Tubb’s fire aftermath and had several plant personnel
issues and concerns with harmonics. To help speed the approval process of the City,
the California Energy Commission issued a stop work order (Appendix A) to obtain
confirmation of the previous final approvals. PG&E generously allowed for a 30-day
commissioning and testing period of the microgrid. The final interconnection requires a
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telemetry evaluation by PG&E, which is still pending. Once approved, the microgrid may
continue to operate as designed to provide grid reliability and load stabilization in the
area.

Engineering Plan Set
The engineering plan sets were an integral part of the project development. The
preliminary plan sets were developed for the three separate areas: (1) carport solar PV;
(2) microgrid BESS/inverter and M2 switchgear 12 kV connection; and (3) selective
catalytic reduction units for CHP engines #3 & #4. The city of Santa Rosa required
30/60/90 percent design review by plant staff. Once reviewed and accepted the plans
were submitted to the City of Santa Rosa for building permits. During the initial months
of the project, the design team added detail to the preliminary plan sets and brought
them up to the level of completeness, making them ready for review. Comments from
each stage of the design review process were incorporated, and details were added to
create a 90 percent complete set of engineering plans. The 100 percent level sets, once
approved by the City, permits were issued and work was started in each of the three
areas. The carport solar PV was completed first, then the microgrid BESS/inverter set,
and lastly the selective catalytic reduction unit plan set. The selective catalytic reduction
unit work required an additional permit from the BAAQMD (Bay Area Air Quality
Management District) due to the changes required in the plant’s operating emission
permit. The BAAQMD permit took more than a year to acquire before the City would
allow any work to begin for the installation of the selective catalytic reduction units.

Engineering Specifications
Engineering specifications for the project were produced differently than for a typical
design-bid-build project, where normally a specification book is part of the bid package.
Instead, the specifications were called out on the plans and in the submittal documents,
and there was dialog between the City about equipment specifications throughout the
design and review process. In that way, vendor-specific requirements could be met to
allow for rapid implementation of each technology. Key specifications used for this
project are included in Appendix B.

Engineering and Implementation Cost Estimates
The pre-engineering for the grant award was developed at the proposal stage using the
preliminary design concepts, and work was delineated into the following divisions:
•

Electrical Construction and Commissioning – carport solar PV

•

Selective catalytic reduction units Construction, Permit and Commissioning –
selective catalytic reduction units for CHP engines #3 & #4

•

BESS/Inverter Construction and Commissioning – BESS (Nuvation Energy and
Parker)
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•

Electrical Construction and Commissioning – General

After the project was awarded by the California Energy Commission, contracts between
all partners and vendors were finalized using the costs agreed upon during the proposal
stage. At this point, the Trane budgets became fixed. The risk in contracting large
construction projects in this way is quite high. Normally, the standard method would be
for engineers to develop the design and specifications prior to soliciting bids from
contractors. This provides for the common method for acquiring accurate cost proposals
from the subcontractors and suppliers. In this case the project is a design/build type of
project.
Therefore, a fixed price had to be agreed upon when the level of completeness for the
design was not finalized. Many things can change as the design develops, and it is
challenging to control costs and maintain project quality when the construction costs
have to be agreed upon early in the design process. Nonetheless, these were the
conditions imposed by the California Energy Commission solicitation process under
which the project was developed and proceeded.
This is a new concept for the City of Santa Rosa. Their normal traditional path is the
design-bid-build type of contracting. This became evident at certain times in the project
when requests for additional work that was not on the approved plans was requested.
In the end, there were cost overruns in the civil construction (due unforeseen
underground pipes and soil conditions resulting in about $20,000) and electrical
construction and commissioning (about $30,000). These cost overruns were not
recovered. The grant amount was for $4,999,804. Given this project was the first-of-itskind and thus not able to carry a contingency such additional costs cannot be known.
The vendor’s willingness to work together on issues that were outside of their contracts
ultimately made the project successful.
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CHAPTER 3:
Equipment Procurement and Testing
This chapter presents the procurement methods and processes that were followed to
purchase the equipment and services necessary for installing and commissioning the
Laguna Treatment Plant microgrid.

Procurement Process
The procurement process started during the initial proposal stage of the project and
submission of the grant process. At this early stage, the major microgrid components
were depicted in a preliminary design phase with descriptions to show who was
responsible for procuring and installing each component of the various parts of the
project. These conceptual descriptions were provided to each vendor and contractor on
the project team and used to gain agreement on which member would be responsible
for procuring and installing each areas components and the associated subsystems.
Once all parties reached agreement on the preliminary design concept, an overall scope
of work was developed. Each party provided its proposal for its work which provided
the basis of the project costs. These proposal documents were used to add detail and
deepen the understanding of how the project would be executed if the grant funding
was awarded. The pricing gathered during this proposal stage became the basis for the
proposal budget that was submitted to the Energy Commission for the grant.
After the Energy Commission awarded the project to Trane and during the initial
issuance of contracts the project team met with each vendor and contractor to concur
on the previously provided proposals and the overall scope of work. The Energy
Commission budget worksheet help to develop detailed contracts with each of the
subcontractors. These detailed contracts included the specific scope-of-work for vendor
or contractor, the terms and conditions, and a project schedule.
This process resulted in vendors and subcontracts with the entities listed in Table 2. Of
the subcontractors listed, only Nuvation Energy, Parker, and Miratech were responsible
for equipment procurement. The remainder of this chapter explains how the major
components and subsystems were procured under the project.
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Table 2: Trane - Project Subcontractors and Suppliers
Subcontractor/Supplier
Project Role
Nuvation Energy

battery storage system

Parker Hannifin

inverter and transformer

Electrical Consultants, Inc.

electrical engineering & Schweitzer MGC

Villara

carport solar PV system design, engineering, and
commissioning

Geveden Industrial, Inc.

civil, structural, and electrical contractor construction
and structural and civil drawings

Brown & Caldwell

selective catalytic reduction units engineering and
BAAQMD permit application

Miratech

selective catalytic reduction unit equipment and startup/commissioning

U.C.D. – Center for Water
Efficiency

report load shifting at wastewater treatment facilities

Rockwood Communications

outreach

Source: Trane U.S.

Microgrid Management System
The microgrid software platform used in this project is a Trane U.S. product called
GridFlex™. This program integrates with the California ISO day-ahead market including
inputs from the plant SCADA points, the Schweitzer microgrid controller and a Trane
SC+ control for system operation and cloud based storage. The GridFlex™ program
provides the plant operator inputs for the Day Ahead Nomination into the California
ISO’s Proxy Demand Resource program. Plant operators have the ability to nominate
the Day Ahead Nomination kW amount into the program and if awarded they then are
able to exercise the scenario they wish to operate under (as described previously in
Chapter 2). The basic components include the following:
•

Interface to plant SCADA system with Schweitzer microgrid controller.

•

One Schweitzer GPS clock.

•

Access to GridFlex™ software platform for day-ahead market nomination using a
Graphical User Interface for proposed kW amounts and durations, including a
Baseline Calculation.

•

Training and engineering support for plant operators.

•

Testing/commissioning/data analysis/operations for final project completion.

•

Warranty.
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The microgrid system was programmed and tested at Parker’s Energy Grid-Tie Division
facility in Charlotte, N.C., and then installed and commissioned at the site. After testing,
the plant site operators were given a 30-day period of trial operation. Each scenario
that they ran provided for kW reductions and simulated the day-ahead market. Trane
programmers and engineers hosted operator training at the plant facility and provided
support for a 30-day period. The project completed on March 31, 2019 with the
succeeding 30-days for operational demonstration of the microgrid system.

Battery Energy Storage System
Trane procured the battery energy storage system (BESS) from Nuvation Energy. A
Trane purchase order for various pre-agreed milestones for battery storage system
manufacturing and material procurement were used to purchase the BESS, which
included:
•

BESS outdoor container

•

420 EnerDel Lithium NMC batteries (21 per stack modules).

•

Nuvation battery management system and Nuvation stack controller.

•

Fire suppression system.

•

Engineering/installation support.

•

Manufacturer’s standard warranty.

The BESS was shipped to the Laguna Treatment Plant after a complete testing regimen,
that included the Parker inverter, and Geveden Industrial completed the installation.
Once the installation was complete, Nuvation commissioned the system and worked
with qualified Trane and Parker engineers to test the system onsite as part of the
microgrid.

Inverter and HV Transformer System
Trane procured the 2-MW inverter power conversion system from Parker Hannifin. A
Trane purchase order for the high voltage transformer and inverter including
manufacturing and material procurement were used to purchase the PCS, which
included:
•

WEG 12 kV/480V transformer

•

Parker 890GTB 2MW inverter

•

Engineering/installation support

•

Manufacture standard warranty

The Parker transformer and inverter was shipped to Laguna Treatment Plant after a
complete testing regimen and Geveden Industrial completed the installation. Once the
installation was complete Parker commissioned their transformer and inverter system
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and worked with qualified Trane and Nuvation engineers to test the system onsite as
part of the microgrid.

Carport Solar PV System
Trane procured a turnkey carport solar PV system from Villara. An engineering,
procurement, and construction contract was used to procure the turnkey PV system.
Villara designed the PV system and hired Baja Construction to install the carport racking
structure for the PV panels. Geveden Industrial performed the underground 480V
electrical work and tie-in at the electrical distribution point of connection.
Villara performed the parking lot area site work, tree removals and other site work.
They installed the PV panels and two inverters for the system. These activities were
conducted in compliance with the storm water pollution prevention plan for the site.
Trane coordinated the work to prevent conflicts with employee parking from multiple
contractors working at the site.
The City of Santa Rosa provided for the SCADA power monitoring of the final installed
PV system.

Point of Common Coupling Switchgear
The city of Santa Rosa M2 switchgear had an extra point of common coupling (PCC)
switchgear. ECI produced the electrical design including one-line and three-line
diagrams of the power connections to the Parker PCS, and Geveden Industrial
performed the underground 12 kV feeder from M2 switchgear to the PCS. Information
about testing the PCC switchgear is provided in chapters 2 and 6.

Balance of Systems
The balance of systems components for the LTP were mostly for the low voltage
communications.
Electrical
Trane procured the balance of systems for the electrical design with ECI and a
subcontract with Geveden Industrial for the installation work. Electrical work items not
mentioned above included, but were not limited to:
•

Installing low-voltage power and communication circuits between the PCS and
Nuvation BESS.

•

Installing the 480 V electrical for the BESS HVAC units.

•

Installing the close coupling electrical between the transformer and PCS.

•

Installing various power and communication circuits inside the existing
emergency generator building and SCADA system microgrid connections.

•

Providing site acceptance testing and relay testing at the M2 switchgear PCC for
the pre-energization tests and PG&E inspection.
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Trane and the City of Santa Rosa worked together with the PG&E interconnection
agreement and relay testing requirements at the PCC.

Microgrid Controller Testing
As part of the procurement, the Schweitzer microgrid controller was installed and tested
in a real-time digital simulation, hardware-in-the-loop environment with oversight by
qualified engineers at Parker’s Energy Grid-tie Division in Charlotte, N.C. This testing is
summarized in Chapter 6, Commissioning, and is documented in detail in Appendix C.
This demonstrated the microgrid as a complete system at Parker’s facility to reduce
issues at the site, and increase knowledge and ensure that the system met all
requirements and standards before the system was onsite at the wastewater facility.
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CHAPTER 4:
Microgrid System Interfacing
The LTP microgrid system is composed of a network of systems. These systems operate
by and through the Trane GridFlex™ software interface. This chapter summarizes the
control hierarchy and basic functions of the various systems.

Microgrid Control Hierarchy
The Trane GridFlex™ software interface (GUI) is the plant operator’s interface to the
microgrid. The plant operator provides via the Trane GridFlex™ software interface the
day-ahead market value in kW, the event start time (including ramp time) and the
duration time.
The Day Ahead Nomination control relies on direct action by the plant operator (manin-the-loop). The plant operator’s choices upon which he agreed are non-disruptive
scenarios to the Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant and include the following:
•

Scenario 1 – Flow equalization basin or flow diversion of influent flows

•

Scenario 2 – BESS (2 MW or incremental values in kW)

•

Scenario 3 – CHP engines #3 and #4 (1.1 MW each)

The microgrid control components have primary objectives of monitoring and providing
data for the operator to make decisions. Data is exchanged between the Schweitzer
microgrid controller, the plant SCADA system and the Trane SC+ controller to the Trane
GridFlex™ software interface.
Figure 13 provides for a view of the Trane GridFlex™ operator interface showing plant
baseline load and selections for the day-ahead market in the California ISO Proxy
Demand Resource program.
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Figure 13: Trane GridFlex™ User Interface

Source: Trane U.S.

The Offer Status Bar shown in Figure 14 advises the plant operator of the offer phase
he/she is in each day of the offer. This provides for the day-ahead market sequence of
the event offering progression.
Figure 14: Offer Status Bar Explanation

Source: Trane U.S.

As an example of the Trane GridFlex™ system operation, Figure 15 provides for a
Scenario 1 flow diversion and a Scenario 2 with the BESS battery used as a peak shave
asset.
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Figure 15: Scenarios 1 and 2 Day-Ahead Event April 16, 2019, 1300 – 1500 Hour
April 16, 2019
Scenarios: Flow Diversion & Battery Peak Shave
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Figure 15 shows the Event Date and Time as April 16, 2019 from 1300 to 1500 hours
Pacific time. The baseline calculation uses the California ISO 10-in-10 method. This
event was successful and reduced more than the committed amount as seen from the
following bullets:
•

1300 – 1400 hours: Committed Reduction = 501 kW; Actual Reduction = 941 kW

•

1400 – 1500 hours: Committed Reduction = 501 kW; Actual Reduction = 1354
kW

•

Note: Cleared pricing is based upon node information and this Event would have
provided greater value had it been run either earlier in the day (0500 – 0700
hours) or later in the day (1800 – 2000 hours).

Lessons learned in running the various scenarios was that starting scenarios in the dayahead market too early (that is, more than an hour before the event time) can skew the
baseline load calculation. Plant operators, through running each scenario, have learned
that choosing the right event time and day improves the value of the day-ahead
market.
Part of the operator training involved teaching what a baseline is and how the baseline
is affected in the day-ahead market.
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What Is the Baseline?
A baseline is a method of estimating the electricity that would have been used by a
customer or demand resource in the absence of a demand response event.
Energy and capacity programs typically use baselines for their event performance
evaluations. These are:
1. Based on historical interval meter data
2. Based on certain required criteria within the calculation, which is defined
by the California ISO
Figure 16 depicts a typical baseline with an event ramp, sustained response period, and
recovery time based on a time and load period.
Figure 16: Explanation of Baseline Profile and Event

Source: Trane U.S.
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CHAPTER 5:
Construction
The LTP microgrid project construction and activities are described in this chapter. This
is an overview of the construction management process and a description of the major
construction and installation work completed to build the LTP microgrid. At the end of
this chapter is a discussion of the lessons learned, project challenges, and outcomes.

Construction Management
Trane provided the on-site construction management for the project. Trane has
extensive experience with wastewater treatment facilities (WTFs) and with microgrids.
The project kick-off was at the California Energy Commission in Sacramento with City of
Santa Rosa personnel attending, as well as Trane management and representatives
from Villara and Alstom Grid, the at the time BESS/inverter and microgrid partner in fall
of 2015.
The design phase required a change in players in that Alstom Grid and Tesla
determined they would not be able to participate in the project. Alstom Grid was
acquired by General Electric, which complicated the ability to start the design. Trane
proposed to the Energy Commission a change in microgrid BESS and inverter vendors
and was able to work with Nuvation Energy and Parker Hannifin.
Due to the project changes with Alstom Grid, the on-site project kick-off did not start
until the fall of 2016, with the design phase of the project. The Trane management
team met with the key design engineers and project subcontractors to discuss the
construction schedule, the on-site management, and the construction observation
process.
The project began to gain progress once Nuvation and Parker were on board. Then
engineering design drawings and details were developed. A list of the
suppliers/subcontractors and general scopes of work is provided below.

Electrical Consultants, Inc. – Electrical design drawings
•

Design of BESS electrical including high/low voltage and SCADA

•

Programming of microgrid controller and plant SCADA interface

•

High voltage design at M2 switchgear and underground to PCS

•

High voltage design at Parker PCS transformer to inverter to BESS

•

Carport solar PV 480V underground design and grid connection

•

selective catalytic reduction unit electrical design as it applied to Miratech
equipment
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Nuvation Energy – Supplier of BESS system
•

Design of BESS system

•

Selection of Lithium batteries to meet project requirements

•

Factory testing of BESS

•

Field commissioning and start-up of BESS

•

Support for interface to Schweitzer microgrid controller

Parker Hannifin – Supplier of inverter and transformer
•

Design of PCS system with interface to Schweitzer microgrid controller

•

Selection and design of transformer and inverter to meet project
requirements

•

Factory testing of PCS

•

Field commissioning and start-up of PCS

Villara – Design 126 kW carport solar PV system turnkey
•

Supplier of PV system components (carport- rack system, solar modules,
inverters, monitoring system, balance of system components, and
landscape/tree removals)

•

Design of the PV system and monitoring system

•

Responsible party for installation and commissioning of the PV system

Brown & Caldwell – Design engineering for Miratech selective catalytic reduction units
•

Engineering drawings for the selective catalytic reduction units

•

Preparation of the BAAQMD air permits for the City

•

Assistance in system commissioning tasks

Miratech – Supplier of the selective catalytic reduction units
•

Factory engineering and selection of selective catalytic reduction units to
meet emission requirements

•

Start-up and commissioning of selective catalytic reduction units

Geveden Industrial, Inc. – Civil, Structural and Electrical Contractor
•

Installation and wiring of the BESS

•

Installation and wiring of the PV to site electrical grid

•

Installation of the PCS inverter and transformer

•

Installation and wiring of the point of common coupling (PCC) switchgear

•

Installation of the 12.5 kV electrical underground lines

•

Installation of the carport PV 480 V bus tie

•

Installation of communication wiring, including fiber optic and copper lines
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•

Installation of balance of system electrical system components

Rockwood Communications – Outreach consultant
•

Provided outreach for the microgrid project

•

Provide conference set-up and outreach to similar wastewater facilities
interested in microgrid applications

U.C. Davis Center for Water Efficiency – Wastewater Facilities Demand Reduction
Report
•

Provided report on wastewater demand response opportunities

During the project construction, Trane provided on-site management and observation
services and documented site work via daily reports and photographs. Trane, the plant
operators, and SCADA teams were engaged throughout the construction period to
review planned activities and provide input on the construction. Weekly construction
meetings were conducted for current and pending future construction activities. Vendor
coordination and shipments were also coordinated as needed.

Construction Drawings
The first set of designed and approved drawings were for the carport PV system. This
work started in the fall of 2017 and was completed in the spring of 2018. BESS and PCS
designs along with the selective catalytic reduction units drawings were submitted for
approvals. Both of these design sets were delayed in being reviewed and approved due
to the Tubbs fire in October, 2017
The BESS drawings were approved and the civil work began in mid-2018 and proceeded
to a completion of this construction work until the end of 2018. The selective catalytic
reduction units drawings were approved prior to receiving the BAAQMD air permit. This
delay in receiving the air permit only allowed civil work to occur for the selective
catalytic reduction units until the permit was approved in December 2018.
The project subcontractors and vendors worked diligently to accelerate the construction
phase of each portion of the project until completion. The city plant personnel had hired
Kennedy Jenks as their consultant in mid-2018 to provide the expertise that they
lacked. This created additional delays as Kennedy Jenks was unfamiliar with the plans
and project scope, which required a considerable learning curve. In addition,
understanding the grant and its requirements required additional learning time. While
Kennedy Jenks was familiar with many aspects of WTFs, they had no prior project work
experience with microgrids. They were also not familiar with energy storage. The
construction team and suppliers attempted to educate the consultant, enabling the
project to proceed.
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Environmental Review and Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan
Early in the project a California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exemption
determined a finding of no significant impact. There was an additional hurtle to consider
during the design phase with the tiger salamander habitat being within the confines and
outside of the LTP, which required several relocations of the original ballasted PV
system to be changed to a carport PV system where a previously exempt area was
available. Also the BESS system original location was moved twice until an acceptable
area was agreed to, which was next to the existing emergency generator building.
The Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) was applied for the carport PV
area, the selective catalytic reduction units, and the BESS. All necessary requirements
were adhered to with best management practices during construction. All construction
stages required additional time for design and then construction to occur and be
completed.

Major Construction and Installation Work
The actual construction and installation period was about 16 months, from December
2017 until March 2019. The first construction activities occurred at the carport PV site
and included the removal of trees in a parking lot island area and some irrigation and
lighting work. Installation of the carport PV structure work occurred in the first quarter
of 2018 and progressed to the final completed by late spring 2018. Final commissioning
and intertie into the sites electrical grid were performed.
Most of the construction involved installing three main components within the microgrid
project: (1) the carport solar photovoltaic system, (2) the battery energy storage
system, and the point of common coupling, and (3) the two selective catalytic reduction
units on existing CHP engines #3 and #4. A brief description and key photos of the
construction and installation activities for these three main components follow. The
electrical work for each of these three areas occurred with communications related
connections for the microgrid system. As part of the project grant, the City of Santa
Rosa was paid for the SCADA programming, which was a tremendous help as city staff
knew best what and how the integration of the microgrid data would be acquired.

Solar Photovoltaic System
The carport solar PV array was located in the main administration parking lot on the
LTP site. A site land survey was conducted to identify existing utilities, irrigation,
electrical, and storm drains. The construction crews used equipment to clear, and grade
the parking lot island area as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17: Carport Photovoltaic Area Being Cleared for Installation

Source: Trane U.S.

A hydraulic drill rig dug the support structure holes and prepared for the equipment
posts to support the carport solar array structure. Figure 18 shows the start of drilling
for pier supports of the carport PV structure.
Figure 18: Drilling Preparation for Carport Photovoltaic Supports

Source: Trane U.S.

After the drill rig holes were completed the structural posts were set, the structure
began to take shape and concrete and rebar cages placed. Figure 19 shows set carport
PV piers.
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Figure 19: Carport Photovoltaic Structural Support Post Installation

Source: Trane U.S.

The assembling of the carport PV structure was next with the galvanized steel racking
system. Once erected, the mounting brackets were adjusted along the length of all
rows to ensure the framing provided a level surface before attaching the modules.
Figure 20 and Figure 21 show the aerial view of the carport PV array mounting
structure.
Figure 20: Aerial View of Carport Photovoltaic Array Support Structure

Source: Trane U.S.
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Upon completion of the array, the two Canadian solar inverters were mounted and the
carport PV system was wired to a total of 620 panels with six strings of 18 modules.
Figure 21 shows the installation progress of the PV modules on the racking structures.
The installation of the inverters were installed on two of the supports under the
structure. Under the canopy area LED lighting was installed for nighttime lighting.
Figure 21: Contractor Begins Panel Installation at Carport Photovoltaic System

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 22 provides an aerial view of the completed installation of the carport PV system
Figure 22: Aerial View of Completed Carport Photovoltaic System

Source: Trane U.S.
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Battery Energy Storage System
The BESS procured from Nuvation Energy was placed next to the LTP emergency
generator building at the site. This was an ideal location, about 125 feet south of the
M2 switchgear for the 12 kV tie-in. A massive concrete pad was constructed for the
42,000-lb Nuvation Energy BESS and Parker PCS and transformer. Construction and
electrical field crews cleared the area, installed the necessary subgrade electrical and
communications conduits, and built the heavy-duty reinforced concrete pad. Figure 23
shows contractor excavating pad area for the BESS system, and Figure 24 shows the
installation of conduits, concrete pour, and finalizing the concrete slab for the battery
energy storage system pad.
Figure 23: Excavation of BESS Concrete Pad Area

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 24: Conduit Placement Installed and BESS Concrete Pour

Source: Trane U.S.
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Figure 25 shows the BESS concrete pad curing in preparation for equipment set,
anchoring, and wiring.
Figure 25: Completed BESS Pad Area

Source: Trane U.S.

Once the BESS pad concrete was cured, the equipment was set and anchored to the
pad and the electrical contractor began wiring the Nuvation Energy BESS container and
Parker PCS inverter. Figure 26 shows the BESS and inverter/transformer set onto the
new pad and preparations for connections. Figure 27 and Figure 28 show the final
connections to the 12 kV at the transformer.
Figure 26: BESS Set In-Place and Electrical Connections In Progress

Source: Trane U.S.
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Figure 27: Power Conversion System Transformer Final Connections Completed

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 28: Completion of 12 kV Underground Installation to M2 Switchgear Tie-in

Source: Trane U.S.

The 480 V conductors for the BESS were completed and the final communications
wiring were performed. This completed the BESS equipment pad installation. Figure 29
shows the fiber optics terminations being installed.
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Figure 29: Final Fiber Optics Communication Connections

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 30 shows the completed BESS and PCS inverter system including the M2
switchgear.
Figure 30: Completed BESS and Power Conversion System

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 31 shows the existing M2 switchgear that was modified for the 12 kV point of
connection and protective relays for the BESS system.
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Figure 31: M2 Switchgear Modifications Completed for BESS System

Source: Trane U.S.

Schweitzer SEL3555 Real-Time Automation Controller and
SEL2407 Microgrid Management System
The Schweitzer SEL3555 Real-Time Automation Controller (RTAC) and SEL-2407
satellite time clock provide for the interface to the LTP SCADA system and also to the
Trane SC+ controller for connection to the California ISO Proxy Demand Resource
program day-ahead market. These controllers were installed inside the Nuvation Energy
BESS container and connected via fiber optics to the LTP SCADA system. The Nuvation
control panel console computer provides for information on the BESS system.
The City of Santa Rosa IT department worked with Trane engineers to install the
communications network. This provided for the Trane GridFlex™ connection for remote
access through a secure access point external from the BESS. Once these components
were installed, Trane engineers worked with Parker and Nuvation engineers to complete
the point-to-point testing between the BESS and Parker PCS inverter.
Figure 32 shows the team outside the BESS performing testing and commissioning of
the post installation checks of the BESS and PCS systems. This process included
Nuvation Energy, Parker, Trane, and the LTP SCADA programmers working together to
verify system operational functions.
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Figure 32: Commissioning and Testing of BESS System

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 33 shows the inside of the BESS system after commissioning and testing were
performed. Periodic charging and discharging of the BESS system were performed over
several days before testing of actual scenarios of the BESS system.
Figure 33: Inside View of the BESS Battery Container

Source: Trane U.S.

The Trane GridFlex screen has multiple selections for viewing the scenarios in which the
plant operator may choose from for the day-ahead market participation.
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Figure 34 shows an example of an actual scenario run with the program for a two-hour
event period on April 10, 2019. The BESS was selected in the day-ahead market and
offer was simulated as ”accepted” (or awarded). The offer was for 200 kW from 10:00
A.M. until 12:00 P.M. This was easily met, and the actual load reduction was 247 kW
from 10:00 -11:00 a.m. and from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. it was actually -220 kW.
Figure 34: Trane GridFlex Dashboard on April 10, 2019

Source: Trane U.S.

The plant operators ran multiple scenarios with the Trane GridFlex™ platform providing
successful results of application of the day-ahead market simulation. The scenarios
provided operator use and hands-on training during a 30-day period from the last week
in March 2019 through April 30, 2019. Many lessons were learned in running each event
on the impacts of the plant electrical load and operation.
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The BESS was used mostly as a peak saving asset to help other assets such as the flow
equalization basin or CHP generators reach their target set point values at the event
start time and also to meet the values during the event period or duration.

Challenges Encountered During Construction
A number of challenges arose during the design and construction period. The following
are a listing of the events sequentially for this project:
•

Acquiring replacement vendors after Alstom Grid pulled out of the project
required multiple vendor/suppliers to be able to pull together the project scope
and requirements. Fortunately Trane was able to partner with Nuvation Energy
and Parker Hannifin. Trane partnered with ECI, Inc. as the electrical designer
and consultant and with Geveden Industrial, Inc. These partners helped bring
the project back together and move forward with the design and the work.

•

The Tiger Salamander habitat on and near the LTP site required relocation of the
BESS and PV systems. Multiple site areas needed to be investigated to be able to
settle on the final locations. This involved the City and other state and federal
agencies to review the newly proposed locations for approval.

•

Over the duration of the project several city personnel left their positions and
were no longer involved in the project. This created periods of re-establishing
new relationships and educating new people on the project and the particulars of
the design.

•

The 30/60/90/100 percent design reviews required extra time for plant operators
to review, comment, and then agree on design measures. The City does not
normally follow the traditional design/build concept or project approach, but
rather followed a design-bid-build means and takes more latitude in making
changes and decisions. The grant process is a design/build method where the
City did not hire the designer or builder as they typically would.

•

Several times during the construction phase the City wanted to change the scope
after plans were already approved. This at times would delay progress of the
work as they tried to withdraw their approvals.

•

In the fall of 2017 the Tubbs fire destroyed a large portion of the city of Santa
Rosa residential and commercial properties. This caused a delay in plan reviews
and some personnel of the City being impacted by the tragedy.

•

Although each of the challenges mentioned caused various delays, the project
team was able to overcome each of them and complete the construction on
March 31, 2019. The success of the microgrid and its use going forward relies on
decisions by the City. Trane has offered to provide support for a period of time
on the possibility of becoming the scheduling coordinator for the day-ahead
market.
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Monthly Summary of Construction Activity
Table 3 provides a list of monthly construction activities that were carried out to install
the LTP microgrid project system. Installation work occurred over a longer period of
time than expected due to the challenges discussed previously.

Date

Table 3: Summary of Construction Activity
Construction/Installation Tasks

Dec-2017 to
Jun- 2018

Carport PV system installation including clearing of site area,
underground utilities, drilling, structural supports, PV arrays, panels
and inverters. With final tie-in to 480V connection point of connection.

Jul- 2018 to
Dec-2018

BESS excavation work, pad preparations, underground conduits,
rebar, concrete pouring, setting of equipment, and electrical
installation, excluding final 12 kV energizing.

Feb-Mar 2019

Sep-2018 to
Mar-2019

BESS final connections terminated and conditional interconnection
approval to operate system.
Selective catalytic reduction units installation occurred beginning in
August 2018 with civil work layout, then structural work. Only one
selective catalytic reduction unit was allowed to be installed at a time
and completely operational, then the second one was installed.
Approval of BAAQMD permit was required before setting selective
catalytic reduction units onto structural supports, which occurred in
December 2018.

Mar-2019

Completion of both selective catalytic reduction units occurred by
March 31, 2019 and commissioning and testing were finished.

Mar-2019

PG&E interconnection was approved under a conditional use from
April 1, 2019 until April 30, 2019 for commissioning and testing. Final
interconnection agreement required additional telemetry that the city
is pursuing separate from the project completion.

April-2019

Operational testing of microgrid system were performed throughout
the month of April 2019. All scenarios were accomplished and proven
as functional.

April 30, 2019

Final closeout of the project and documentation were completed.

Source: Trane U.S.
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CHAPTER 6:
Commissioning
Overview of Commissioning Process
Goals and Strategy
Commissioning for the project required coordination with the plant operators so that the
wastewater plant was not disturbed from its daily operational requirements. A
wastewater treatment plant has many processes that require a continual processing of
the influent flows into the plant and the effluent flows out of the plant. Plant operators
were intricately involved during the commissioning process to ensure that they
understood all aspects of the microgrid.
Pre-commissioning checklists were provided for each equipment commissioned. Since
this was the first-of-kind equipment in an operating wastewater facility, there were
stringent operational requirements.
The LTP operates 24/7/365, so at all commissioning stages, a consideration to maintain
plant operations was paramount to avoid any environmental or processing issues.
During rain storms activities would need to be curtailed so the plant could handle the
influent flows.
As a result, the following wastewater plant operational constraints were required during
commissioning:
•

No operational tests during heavy rain storms.

•

If planned maintenance or equipment failure occur some of the commissioning
may need to be suspended until maintenance or equipment repairs are rendered.

•

Flow equalization basin flow diversion amounts and durations may fluctuate
depending upon influent processing and capacity of the plant to handle
processes.

To meet these goals, the commissioning was conducted over a period of time and
stages. Whenever possible, components were installed and tested to ensure
functionality before efforts were made to integrate them into the overall system, such
as the factory testing of the BESS and PCS inverter with the microgrid controller. The
timing of each test was planned for plant operators to be available in case of issues
with plant operations.
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Components Requiring Testing During Commissioning
Table 4 outlines each component and subsystem that was tested, and the party or
parties responsible for performing the test. LTP operators participated in and provided
oversight and witness of all commissioning tests.
Table 4: List of Components Commissioned
Component
Responsible Party
PV Array

Villara

Battery Energy Storage System
(BESS)

Nuvation Energy, Trane, LTP SCADA
programmers

BESS Inverter

Parker, Nuvation Energy, Trane, LTP SCADA
programmers

SEL Relays and PCC

Geveden Industrial, Inc. / PG&E inspection

CHP Engine #3 & #4 selective
catalytic reduction units

Cummins, Miratech, LTP Operators

Power Meters

Trane, Nuvation Energy, Geveden Industrial, Inc.

PG&E Interconnect

PG&E, Trane, city of Santa Rosa

Microgrid Controller / Trane SC+

ECI, Inc., Trane, LTP SCADA Programmers

Source: Trane U.S.

Partial Timeline of Commissioning Process
An abbreviated timeline of some milestones of the commissioning helps one understand
the overall flow of commissioning.
•

July 2018 – Initial connection of Carport PV

•

August 2018 – Commissioning of Carport PV and passed inspection

•

December 2018 – BESS installation complete and passed civil, structural
inspections

•

January 2019 – Selective catalytic reduction units engine #4 installation passed
civil inspection

•

February 2019 – Selective catalytic reduction units engine #4 installation was
completed

•

February 2019 – Selective catalytic reduction units engine #3 installation started
and passed civil inspection

•

February 2019 – Factory Acceptance testing of BESS by city accepted

•

March 2019 – Selective catalytic reduction units engine #3 was completed and
passed testing
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•

March 2019 – Conditional PG&E Interconnection allowed less than a 30-day test
period

•

March 2019 – All work was completed and final testing and commissioning began

•

April 2019 – A 30-day final commissioning was performed

•

April 30, 2019 – Final project documents were provided and closeout

Subsystem Commissioning
M2 PCC Switchgear and Microgrid Controls
Site acceptance testing of the PCC switchgear and Schweitzer and Trane SC+ microgrid
controls included visual and mechanical inspection and electrical testing of switchgear
hardware, as well as functional testing of the primary and secondary SEL-700 relays.
The site acceptance testing also included functional testing of the Trane GridFlex™
software and the LTP SCADA system in conjunction with the Schweitzer microgrid
controller software.
Basic Functionality Acceptance Testing
Basic functionality acceptance testing consisted of passing required PG&E preenergization tests, performed by Andrew Humphrey Engineering, LLC from Golden, CO
and observed by PG&E. These tests confirmed basic safety functionality of the PCC
relays and adherence to PG&E interconnect requirements. The testing passed with no
issues.
Advanced Software Simulation Testing
To safely test scenarios that could not be tested on a live system without risking
damage to hardware or operational disruption, the Trane, Nuvation and Parker teams
performed thorough hardware-in-the-loop testing of all advanced SEL software
functionality at the Parker Grid-Tie Division in Charlotte, NC and all software features
were proven in a simulated environment to meet all requirements and standards.
Testing on-site at LTP began in the later part of March 2019 and concluded the last
week of March. LTP personnel, Nuvation and Parker conducted testing under the
direction and test plans provided by Trane, with LTP personnel onsite monitoring the
tests and Trane communication with the microgrid system. All tests were passed
successfully in this environment
Live Site Acceptance Testing
Trane’s GridFlex™ software functionality was tested and shown to operate as expected.
The plant operators made some adjustments in how they would use the scenarios in
the day-ahead market simulation.
Testing of the plant SCADA control interface occurred before and during the simulation
testing. This ensured functionality.
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PG&E Permission to Operate
The project was issued a PG&E conditional operational permit to operate so that
commissioning and testing could occur. PG&E at the close of the project was working
with the city of Santa Rosa to finalize the telemetry to meet the interconnection
requirements and obtain acceptance approvals.

Photovoltaic System
Site acceptance testing and commissioning of the PV system was conducted by Villara.
The process consisted of the following steps:
•

Pre-commissioning tests and check procedures
o DC String Megger Test Report
o DC Combiner Box Feeder Megger Test Report
o DC Feeder Megger Test Report
o AC Feeder Megger Test Report
o String Voc & Polarity Test Report
o Planning Checklist - Array Combiner Pre-Commissioning Check
o Planning Checklist - Remote PV Tie Pre-Commissioning Check
o Planning Checklist - DC Disconnect Pre-Commissioning Check
o Planning Checklist - Inverter Pre-Commissioning Check
o Planning Checklist - AC Disconnect Pre-Commissioning Check
o Planning Checklist - AC Switchgear/Switchboard Pre-Commissioning Check
o Planning Checklist - Point of Connection Check
o Pre-Commissioning Checklist

•

Pre-commissioning meeting where the pre-commissioning test results were
reviewed and the decision was made as to proceed to the commissioning stage.

•

Commissioning checklist

•

System performance tests
o String performance test
o Combiner box string performance test
o Inverter performance test

•

Testing and commissioning report

Once Villara completed the commissioning of the PV system, the PV system was
allowed to operate.
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Battery Energy Storage System
Acceptance testing of the Nuvation Energy Battery Energy Storage was performed by
Nuvation and observed by Trane engineers, Parker engineer and LTP operators. The
system worked flawlessly and demonstrated the value of performing the system testing
at the Parker factory as a complete system simulation (that is, Nuvation, Parker and
Trane together).
General Testing
Nuvation provided an installation checklist to electrical contractor Geveden Industrial for
the wiring and the BESS passed checklist testing in March 2019.
Grid-Connected Testing
Grid-connected testing of the BESS was for charging and discharging purposes. This is a
non-export set up for the BESS. Visual and computer monitoring of the testing of the
charge and discharge of the BESS was performed on the live system at the end of
March 2019. Using onsite metering, Trane confirmed that the BESS imported and
exported energy as commanded onto the intragrid at the LTP. Commissioning was
considered complete in the last week of March 2019.

Controllable Loads
Controllable loads are entered into the Trane GridFlex™ software program by plant
operators. These entries are sent to the Schweitzer microgrid controller that in turn
advises the plant operator if the day-ahead offer has been accepted or not. In
simulation testing and scenarios the plant operator would request or provide an offering
for the next day by 9:00 a.m. of the morning before the event. If the offer was
accepted, then the program would advise the operator that the event will be
performed. Each scenario was tested and performed as expected.
The initial round of tests in early April 2019 uncovered the operators requesting
scenarios at some times when the asset may have needed to be off-line for
maintenance or for some repair. This would then create a situation where the offer was
not met at the event time. This was good training for the operator to make sure assets
are available and can actually occur before making the offer.

Power Metering
The LTP has multiple power meters that were accessed through the SCADA system.
Each meter provided for additional data for the microgrid. The power meters in the
Nuvation BESS and Parker PCS and the Carport PV system all were monitored and part
of the integrated system.

Microgrid Management System Commissioning
The process of the on-site commissioning of the microgrid system was accomplished
over a two-week period at the end of March 2019. Having the preceding 30-day period
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for operational simulation and data retrieval, including hands-on training of LTP
operators, was invaluable.
All the microgrid hardware and software testing, de-bugging and commissioning time
was reduced at the site by having performed a complete microgrid simulation at the
Parker Grid-Tie test facility as previously noted.
The testing at the site only required live assets to be available and operable. The
SCADA programming was also vetted out before the on-site start-up, commissioning,
and live testing.

Onsite Trane GridFlex™ Testing and Commissioning
SCADA Points Testing
SCADA commissioning for microgrid communication with onsite devices began before
March 2019. All active points had been connected and were communicating since early
January 2019. In March 2019 the actual on-site points were re-validated and confirmed
to be in good working order. The LTP SCADA programmers were very helpful in the
testing and confirmation of all the SCADA points.
Trane GridFlex™ Software Functionality Testing
Initial commissioning of Trane GridFlex™ software was completed by early January
2019 and even prior to this time Trane used a Schweitzer microgrid controller for
simulation of the software routines. This again saved enormous amounts of time
needed in the field so the system commissioned in less time.
Onsite commissioning of the software functionality was with plant operators to train
them on its use and simulated day-ahead scenarios. This allowed operators to have
hands-on training and experience.
Detailed Testing of Microgrid System Logic and Functions
Full commissioning of the microgrid logic and software control functions were
accomplished in the last few weeks of March 2019 and continued into April 2019 for 30
days. Step-by-step operational training and actual assets being used such as the flow
equalization basins, the selective catalytic reduction units engines #3 and #4 and the
BESS were performed. Multiple scenarios were performed.
Analysis of data collected was performed in the 30-day period of operational testing.
This provided valuable data and information on the microgrid functionality and
operation.

Interconnection Acceptance Testing
PG&E interconnection was provided on a conditional 30-day basis as previously stated.
Final acceptance testing consisted of remains for the following work and inspections:
•

A completed pre-energization test, was performed and passed by PG&E.
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•

Pending is a PG&E study and telemetry requirement due to changes at the plant
and the interconnection agreement. There were reliability issues with current
telemetry that are being solved between Santa Rosa and PG&E.

The final telemetry will provide for a final approval and utility permission to operate the
advanced microgrid features to allow for future operation to proceed.
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CHAPTER 7:
System Observation
This chapter presents the operational results for the LTP microgrid project that were
observed during the March – April 2019 period. The PV system became fully operational
in July 2018, and the BESS and microgrid became fully operational in the last two
weeks of March 2019, and the entire month of April 2019. As noted previously there
were continuing operational observations of data from the plant SCADA system up to
two years in advance of the microgrid being operable. In the later part of 2018 the
microgrid controller was monitoring actual live plant load data.
There were a few constraining issues back in October 2018 when the plant operators
and an outside consultant the city hired felt that the BESS may cause harmonics issues
to the LTP. It was later learned they had previous issues with their existing motor drives
on their equipment. They were confused and unable to discern the difference between
motor drive inverters and PV and storage inverters. The Parker PCS inverter met all the
stringent testing and factory testing of UL1741 and IEEE 519 and 1547 standards. This
concern extended all the way into early February 2019 at which time the Energy
Commission issued a stop work order, spoke with the city representatives and indicated
that Trane had city-approved drawings and permits, and that the installed equipment
met all required national standards and design requirements. In the later part of
February 2019 the BESS and PCS were acknowledged to be accepted and approved by
the city. This delayed the project in being commissioned until the matter was resolved.
The following sections describe the data acquisition capabilities of the system and the
availability of data. This is followed by the performance of various scenarios, which
include the flow equalization basin flow diversion system, CHP engines #3 and #4, PV
system, the BESS, operating with the Trane GridFlex™ software and microgrid
controller. This includes assessments of system operational functionality, system
performance, and system efficiency.

Description of Data Acquisition Capabilities
Introduction
The data acquisition for the microgrid system is performed by retrieving data from
several sources: (1) the LTP SCADA system; (2) Nuvation BESS system; (3) Parker PCS
inverter system and various other sources such as the California ISO for grid
information, and the Trane SC+ controller.
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Onsite SCADA Sensors Used for Monitoring
Table 5 through Table 9 summarize the sensors used to collect data. Only primary data
points used for monitoring and analysis are listed.
Table 5: List of Key Sensors – LTP Power Meters
Primary Data
Accuracy (Full Scale Collection/Logging
Units
Collected
unless specified)
Mechanism
Real Power
kW
0.7%
Microgrid Controller
Trane GridFlex™
SCADA Historian
Apparent Power
kVA
0.7%
Microgrid Controller
Trane GridFlex™
SCADA Historian
Reactive Power
kvar
0.7%
Microgrid Controller
Trane GridFlex™
SCADA Historian
Frequency
Hz
0.02%
Microgrid Controller
Trane GridFlex™
SCADA Historian
Voltage
V
0.2%
Microgrid Controller
Trane GridFlex™
SCADA Historian
Total Energy
kWh
0.7%
SCADA
LTP Power Meters (6) include PCC Utility; BESS; PV Inverters; PCS Inverter; Influent Flow, and
Effluent Flow.
Source: Trane U.S.

Primary Data
Collected
Energy

Table 6: List of Key Sensors – PCC Utility Meter
Accuracy (Full Scale Collection/Logging
Units
unless specified)
Mechanism
kWh
<2%
PG&E Use/Billing
Data/PG&E

PCC Utility Meter (PG&E Installed Device)
Source: Trane U.S.
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Table 7: List of Key Sensors – PCC SEL-700 Relay
Accuracy
Primary Data
(Full Scale
Collection/Logging
Units
Collected
unless
Mechanism
specified)
Utility Voltage
kV
1%
SCADA
Microgrid 12.5 kV kV
1%
SCADA
Bus Voltage
1 MW Generator
V
1%
SCADA
Voltage
PCC Interchange
A
1%
SCADA
Current
Utility Frequency
Hz
±0.01Hz
SCADA
Microgrid 12.5 kV Hz
±0.01Hz
SCADA
Bus Frequency
PCC Breaker State Boolean
N/A
SCADA
ATS1 Breaker
Boolean
N/A
SCADA
State
Utility Voltage
kV
1%
SEL-700 Internal Event Logging
Waveform
(triggered by breaker event)
Utility Current
A
1%
SEL-700 Internal Event Logging
Waveform
(triggered by breaker event)
Microgrid 12.5 kV kV
1%
SEL-700 Internal Event Logging
Bus Voltage
(triggered by breaker event)
Waveform
1 MW Generator
V
1%
SEL-700 Internal Event Logging
Voltage
(triggered by breaker event)
Waveform
PCC Breaker State Boolean
N/A
SEL-700 Internal Event Logging
(triggered by breaker event)
ATS1 Breaker
Boolean
N/A
SEL-700 Internal Event Logging
State
(triggered by breaker event)
All Internal
Boolean
N/A
SEL-700 Internal Event Logging
Variables Used by
(triggered by breaker event)
Relay
Source: Trane U.S.
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Table 8: List of Key Sensors – Photovoltaic Inverters (2)
Primary Data
Accuracy (Full Scale Collection/Logging
Units
Collected
unless specified)
Mechanism
AC Real Power
kW
Not specified
SCADA
Output
AC Real Power
kW
Not specified
SCADA
Output
AC Real Power
kW
Not specified
Canadian Solar
Output
Source: Trane U.S.

Table 9: List of Key Sensors – Battery Energy Storage System
Primary Data
Accuracy (Full Scale
Collection/Logging
Units
Collected
unless specified)
Mechanism
BESS Inverter Real kW
Not specified
Schweitzer MGC &
Power Output
Nuvation Energy
BESS Inverter
kVA
Not specified
Schweitzer MGC &
Apparent Power
Nuvation Energy
Output
BESS Inverter
kvar
Not specified
Schweitzer MGC &
Reactive Power
Nuvation Energy
Output
BESS State of
%
Not specified
Schweitzer MGC &
Charge
Nuvation Energy
BESS Total
kWh
Not specified
Schweitzer MGC &
Available Capacity
Nuvation Energy
BESS State
N/A
Not specified
Schweitzer MGC &
Nuvation Energy
PV Module
°C
1%
Schweitzer MGC &
Temperature
Nuvation Energy
(single point)
Plane-of-array
W/m2 <2%
Schweitzer MGC &
Insolation
Nuvation Energy
(thermopile)
Plane-of-array
W/m2 0.3%
Schweitzer MGC &
Insolation (PV
Nuvation Energy
reference cell)
Some Parker inverter power measurements are read from BESS meter. Note that some data is also
logged internally by Nuvation (for troubleshooting purposes.
Source: Trane U.S.
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Trane GridFlex™ Data Acquisition and Day-Ahead Market
The Trane GridFlex™ software system data acquisition consists of the plant SCADA
subsystem with multiple controllers within the plant. Each device is polled over the site’s
network by the SCADA system, and collected data are scaled into final values per the
plant’s requirements. Data read from networked sensors are used for real-time control
by the microgrid and are also provided to a data file historian.

Trane GridFlex™ Data Archiving Method
The Trane GridFlex™ system runs as an independent process on the Schweitzer
microgrid controller and the Trane SC+ controller. All data are logged to the Trane
GridFlex™ system and maintained for a period of six months. Once this period of raw
data archiving has passed, the data is overridden or saved to an archival file. The
processed data is 5-minute interval data and moved to a long-term archive. Data can
be queried from the database in both raw format (all points, at whatever interval that
point was recorded at) and interval format (processed internally by the database to
specified intervals). Trane performed periodic raw data dumps from the GridFlex™
database to process and analyze the data.

Third-Party Data Logging
Third-party data sources are also available as part of the microgrid system, and these
were also used during commissioning and analysis.
PG&E
PG&E collects energy use data from the standard utility meter located at the PCC as
part of normal time-of-use and demand billing. Cumulative energy use data on a 15minute interval are logged and available to the customer via PG&E’s Inter-Act data
portal. These data were used for performance analysis during some parts of
commissioning and were used as an accuracy check on historical data. Trane GridFlex™
has downloaded 15-minute interval PV performance data from the PG&E Inter-Act site.
Laguna Treatment Plant SCADA Data Management
LTP collects data for all of their SCADA points and archives them for years. These data
points from the SCADA system were of value in analyzing the performance of the
microgrid and were collected beginning in 2017.
Data Processing Procedure
Data processing was performed on the data, supplemented by SCADA data and PG&E
billing data for various periods. Processing was performed with visualization and
analysis and also performed using Microsoft Excel.
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Data Availability During Project Implementation
The data sources described in Data Acquisition Capabilities were commissioned and
began recording data as follows.

Laguna Treatment Plant SCADA Data
The LTP SCADA data was available to the project for more than two years. LTP stores
historical data for all of the points monitored in the plant. This includes the on-site 69kV substation, all four CHP engines, the carport solar PV, the BESS, the PCS inverter,
and various other SCADA data points for influent flow, effluent flow, and flow diversion.
Access to the data that is not monitored directly was available in historical Excel format
for analysis.

PG&E Billing Data
PG&E billing data are available for the LTP as standard billing data available which was
for the project include monthly energy use and peak demand data, as well as 15-minute
interval energy use data.

Microgrid Controller and Trane SC+ Controller Data
Initial data collection using the microgrid controller and the Trane SC+ controller
starting three months before commissioning the system was historically saved. Data
was collected during the commissioning and testing for monitoring, analysis and direct
observation of the system during commissioning. There were no communication issues
and fully accurate data was available to the Trane GridFlex™ software and plant
operators beginning in the last couple of weeks of March 2019.

Photovoltaic System Observations
This section describes the performance of the carport PV system for the mid-year 2018
until March 2019, compares that performance to the expected performance, and
discusses a variety of PV system losses.
The array was designed by Villara and construction began in December 2017 with
completion of the array commissioning in July 2018. The as-built array faces due south
and has a slope of 20°. It incorporates 372 Canadian Solar CS6U-340M modules
arranged in 12 source circuits of 19 modules each and 8 source circuits of 18 modules
each. The modules are rated at 340Wdc at STC (1000 W/m2, 25°C). At the maximum
power point, the array is rated at 126.48 kWDC. The carport solar structure is by Baja.
The LTP SCADA system monitors the carport PV system and tabulates the production of
the system. The output voltage from the PV system is 480V. The analysis in this section
is based on a dataset of the two inverter outputs, the plane of the array irradiance, and
the module temperature for 15-minute intervals from August 2018 to March 2019.
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Carport Photovoltaic System Power Generation
In addition to the battery system and selective catalytic reduction unit equipped
engines, Trane installed a 126 kWAC solar photovoltaic system at Santa Rosa. The
system has been operational as of December 2018, however the inverters only started
collecting calibrated data as of March 16, 2019. The trends collected are in 15-minute
intervals and display in the monthly and daily plots. Operation is in line with estimated
production and peak demand generation per the panel specifications and operating
temperature parameters. Based on the system production in the first two months of
recordable operation, the panels appear to be able to meet and exceed the annual
production limits, with the peak demand to be realized during the summer months of
2019. Trane will continue to monitor the system to verify total peak generation (kWAC)
as well as several other performance points to ensure the system is operating as
proposed.
The solar photovoltaic system supplements the microgrid system by offsetting an
annual amount of net consumption to the utility meter at this time. This reduces the
overall environmental impact of the wastewater plant without affecting daily treatment
operations. In the future, this asset may also be used as a demand response asset to
further impact peak reduction for utilities and/or to offset the use of peaker plants to
meet high instantaneous demands on the utility grid.
Daily Production Subtotals for Solar PV Generation:
Table 10 outlines the daily kWh subtotals for the recorded period from March 16 until
mid-April 2019.
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Table 10: Observed Carport Photovoltaic Solar kW Daily Production
Row Labels
Sum of
2019
54,171
PV_Microgrid.Inv2_SolarkW
Mar
18,023
3/16/2019
1,458
3/17/2019
1,398
3/18/2019
1,357
3/19/2019
823
3/20/2019
954
3/21/2019
1,540
3/22/2019
329
3/23/2019
1,463
3/24/2019
1,234
3/25/2019
366
3/26/2019
1,146
3/27/2019
1,161
3/28/2019
527
3/29/2019
1,250
3/30/2019
1,560
3/31/2019
1,457
Apr
36,148
4/1/2019
746
4/2/2019
797
4/3/2019
647
4/4/2019
803
4/5/2019
617
4/6/2019
672
4/7/2019
969
4/8/2019
434
4/9/2019
1,686
4/10/2019
1,688
4/11/2019
1,043
4/12/2019
1,693
4/13/2019
1,647
4/14/2019
1,646
4/15/2019
767
4/16/2019
1,594
4/17/2019
1,701
4/18/2019
1,564
4/19/2019
1,444
4/20/2019
1,579
4/21/2019
1,693
4/22/2019
1,656
4/23/2019
1,651
4/24/2019
1,678
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Row Labels
4/25/2019
4/26/2019
4/27/2019
4/28/2019
Grand Total

Sum of
1,746
PV_Microgrid.Inv2_SolarkW
1,586
1,639
762
54,171

Source: Trane U.S.

Expected Versus Observed System Performance
The PV array design that was originally envisioned and described in the project proposal
was developed in July 2017 by Villara. Insolation data for Santa Rosa, CA, estimated
that the PV array would produce 675 MWh per year. Figure 35 shows a typical spring
day of production. Note that in the morning Santa Rosa frequently experiences partial
clouds and patchy fog. This affects the PV output. Figure 36 shows the daily PV output
over several weeks. This is also tabulated in Table 11.

Carport PV System Observations
Figure 35: Solar PV Daily Generation Plot (4/20/2019)

Source: Trane U.S.
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Figure 36: Solar Production Stacked Area (Late March Through April)

Source: Trane U.S.

2019
Mar
3/16/2019
3/17/2019
3/18/2019
3/19/2019
3/20/2019
3/21/2019
3/22/2019
3/23/2019
3/24/2019
3/25/2019
3/26/2019
3/27/2019
3/28/2019
3/29/2019
3/30/2019
3/31/2019
Apr
4/1/2019
4/2/2019
4/3/2019
4/4/2019

Table 11: Solar Production Table:
Sum of PV_Microgrid.Inv2_Solar kW
Sum of PV_Microgrid.Inv1 Solar
53,409
53,440
kW
18,023
18,004
1,458
1,452
1,398
1,404
1,357
1,359
823
820
954
950
1,540
1,535
329
330
1,463
1,468
1,234
1,242
366
363
1,146
1,122
1,161
1,159
527
525
1,250
1,228
1,560
1,597
1,457
1,450
35,386
35,436
746
749
797
775
647
650
803
813
72

4/5/2019
4/6/2019
4/7/2019
4/8/2019
4/9/2019
4/10/2019
4/11/2019
4/12/2019
4/13/2019
4/14/2019
4/15/2019
4/16/2019
4/17/2019
4/18/2019
4/19/2019
4/20/2019
4/21/2019
4/22/2019
4/23/2019
4/24/2019
4/25/2019
4/26/2019
4/27/2019
Grand Total

Sum of PV_Microgrid.Inv2_Solar kW
617
672
969
434
1,686
1,688
1,043
1,693
1,647
1,646
767
1,594
1,701
1,564
1,444
1,579
1,693
1,656
1,651
1,678
1,746
1,586
1,639
53,409

Sum of PV_Microgrid.Inv1 Solar
620
kW
669
935
432
1,655
1,689
1,047
1,688
1,646
1,657
770
1,612
1,705
1,613
1,386
1,656
1,744
1,653
1,646
1,633
1,769
1,595
1,629
53,440

Source: Trane U.S.

Dynamic Flow Calculation Observations
To further study the dynamic flow model, it was necessary to incorporate the flow
equalization basin trends into the effluent information. This flow equalization basin flow
is significant as at any given event duration, the flow modeled baseline could be altered
based on the diversion of influent which could affect the effluent rates for which the
power correlation is seen. In other words, the total effluent flow needs to be considered
when constructing the dynamic baseline. Figure 37 is a plot that shows all influent,
diversion, and effluent flows for the recorded period.
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Figure 37: Plant Flow Data Versus Time

Source: Trane U.S.

Once calculations begin on establishing a dynamic baseline from the flow values at the
time of demand response events, Trane realized that the data in an analysis bin size of
2 Million Gallons per Day (MGD) as a flow rate had to be refined to 1 MGD. This
stemmed from the findings that the average kW per bin was much smoother at the
finer interval, leading to more precision when creating the baseline. Table 12 provides
the plots and table that show the new 1 MGD bin values and frequency.
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Figure 38: Bin Flow Histogram

Source: Trane U.S.

Table 12: Average Power (1 MGD Bins)
Frequency
AVG.
Bin Range
of Flow
Power
(MGD)
(kW)
<10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

0
3
3
2
9
5
18
15
23
20
24
14
42
64
109
104
160
139
181
157
115
75

n/a
3,381
3,393
3,522
3,557
3,487
3,012
3,283
3,040
3,290
3,456
3,748
3,654
3,683
3,704
3,717
3,810
3,875
3,894
3,967
3,964

Bin Range

Frequency
of Flow
(MGD)

AVG.
Power
(kW)

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
More

154
111
65
89
114
83
63
55
47
40
37
27
17
21
23
5
8
5
5
6
5
8
4
6
5
5
3
4
2
0
0
0

3,965
4,029
4,136
4,192
4,236
4,234
4,325
4,379
4,407
4,612
4,649
4,707
4,758
4,733
4,761
4,827
5,070
5,199
5,209
5,346
5,258
5,425
5,498
5,588
5,576
5,616
5,581
5,595
5,656
n/a
n/a

Source: Trane U.S.

Baseline Comparisons
Trane ran several comparisons of baseline data as compared to actual flow and power
data to determine the accuracy and interdependencies of each baseline model. To do
this, Trane used previous demand response events, using a 10 in 10-baseline method,
and overlaid the flow and dynamic baseline data. Figure 39 through Figure 42 show the
hourly baseline comparisons for the event day on April 3, 2019.
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Figure 39: Baseline and Event Comparison (April 3, 2019)

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 40: Baseline Comparison (April 3, 2019)

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 41: Power Versus Flow Scatter

Source: Trane U.S.
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Figure 42: Actual Load (MW) Versus Flow (MGD) and Dynamic Baseline (kW)

Source: Trane U.S.

Battery System Observations
In the rest of this section the performance of the BESS is evaluated according to several
performance characteristics. This evaluation is based on data that were collected during
operation of the BESS in the pre- and post-commissioning period of 2019. Figure 43
and Figure 44 demonstrate the microgrid controlling the battery in various scenarios
that the plant operator performed during commissioning and the 30-day operational
period from April 1, 2019 to April 30, 2019.
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Figure 43: Standalone Battery (BESS) Scenario (April 11, 2019)

Source: Trane U.S.

Figure 44: Flow Diversion & Battery (BESS) Peak Shaving (April 12, 2019)

Source: Trane U.S.
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CHAPTER 8:
Project Benefits
Project Benefits Overview
The LTP microgrid project has produced a number of benefits. These include benefits to
the City of Santa Rosa as the end use customer as cost savings, improved reliability,
and improved resilience. The project direct-benefits of energy and cost savings are
quantified, and non-energy benefits are discussed.
In the latter sections of this chapter the project goals and expectations are compared
with observed results. A discussion regarding opportunities for statewide replication of
similar microgrid projects at wastewater facilities and the resulting impacts that could
be achieved are also discussed in this chapter.

Direct Project Benefits
Energy Savings
In Chapter 7 the total net energy savings associated with the LTP microgrid project are
estimated using the difference in the energy demand on the PG&E grid for the partial
few months of operation in 2019. The microgrid at LTP is estimated to save 260 MWh
per year of utility power.

Cost Savings
Chapter 7 provides an assessment of the cost savings associated with the LTP project.
Total estimated projected annual energy savings are$85,000 to $125,000. The savings
are attributable to the microgrid operation.

Non-Energy Benefits
Reliability
The LTP microgrid project provides for several reliability benefits to the LTP and local
community electrical grid. The plant typical requires an average of 3.5 MW of
continuous energy usage and varies upon time of year and season. The LTP site is at
the outskirts of the City of Santa Rosa, and at peak energy needs the plant can curtain
in a day-ahead market between 500 kW and up to 2 MW if needed. This resource in the
area alleviates the electrical grid, provides for grid reliability in serving the customers in
the area, and provides resilience of power.
Market Potential
This project was successfully implemented and performed as expected. As a result, LTP
has conducted several dozen tours during the course of this project. Trane has provided
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several outreach events throughout the State with success and knowledge transfer.
Please see Chapter 9 for a full discussion of the technology and knowledge transfer
activities. These activities help communicate the benefits and lessons learned to move
microgrid technology forward in the market. Almost all members of the project team
are engaged with and supporting several developing microgrid projects throughout
California.
Economic Development
Microgrids present an opportunity to improve economics and low-carbon power. By
developing distributed energy resources, microgrids keep energy expenditures
circulating within the local region, and can transfer energy savings into new jobs.
Microgrids also provide new opportunities for economic development strategies
between local governments and investor owned utilities, to solve energy access issues
and improve grid reliability.

Project Performance
Comparison of Project Expectations and Actual Performance
In this section the performance of the LTP microgrid project is compared to initial
project expectations and the fulfillment of project goals and objectives is assessed.
Table 13 provides a set of project goals and objectives stated at the beginning of the
project along with observed results.
Metric

Table 13: Comparison of Project Goals and Results
Project Result
Comments
Goal

Install microgrid capable
of demonstrating the
technology at a
wastewater plant

Yes

Yes

This has been demonstrated

Demonstrate ability of
Yes
microgrid to participate in
demand response market
with the California ISO
Proxy Demand Resource
program

Yes

LTP will be participating in
California ISO Proxy
Demand Resource program,
the project demonstrated
the ability to reduce net site
load by discharging the
BESS, flow equalization
basin flow diversion and
CHP engine operation
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Metric

Project
Goal

Result

Comments

Reduction in annual
electrical energy
consumption

260 MWh 260 MWh Trane expects about
260 MWh per year moving
forward due to reduction of
system losses

LTP energy cost savings

$80,000

$80,000

Could go to $125,000
depending on the market

Make knowledge gained
available to broad
audience

Yes

Yes

Extensive outreach was
performed, numerous
awards were received,
knowledge transfer was
robust and continues

Develop plan for
commercializing
microgrid technologies
and strategies

Yes

Yes

Chapter 10: Production
Readiness lays out a clear
strategy to allow for
replication; numerous
follow-on projects are in the
works

Source: Trane U.S.

The project goals were met. Despite the inability to perform with live California ISO
Proxy Demand Resource participation, the team was able to simulate the day-ahead
market opportunity and perform demand resource functions with the microgrid project.

Potential Statewide Microgrid System Benefits
In this section the team examined the broader benefits available from microgrids and
considered the opportunity for large-scale market use and the resulting societal benefit
that could be generated.

Classifying the Possible Benefits of Microgrids
The benefits of a microgrid can accrue to the project owner, the electric utility, and
society. The potential benefits provided by microgrids can be classified into four broad
categories: energy, economic, environmental, and emergency.
The benefits are listed under two typical modes of operation: (1) influent flow diversion
with plant energy reductions for processing can attribute to between 250 kW to 500 kW
reductions, and (2) using microgrid battery for fast response to load shaving to attain
desired load reductions while plant assets are reduced in kW. Such load shaving can
provide from 250 kW to 2 MW of instantaneous kW demand reductions. Other scenarios
have been demonstrated and others are yet to be established.
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Assessing the Potential of Microgrids in California
The ability of the LTP microgrid project to provide information on the potential benefits
of microgrids at all the wastewater treatment facilities in California is an uncertain
process. Individual wastewater facilities are unique and estimations need to be made
about the load size of the facilities, and their assets. Very few microgrids have been
implemented for such applications and their performance has not been rigorously
documented. There are more than 900 wastewater treatment facilities in California of
widely varying size and capacity. Each of these facilities could achieve energy savings
as shown in this project but the exact amount will vary with the size of the facility.

Identification of a Barrier to Greater Participation by
Microgrids in California Energy Markets
The power consumption of the LTP is highly variable, from hour to hour and across the
course of a year. Power consumption is directly and highly correlated with flow through
the plant, but the current California ISO attribution method is not connected to flow.
The difference between actual performance and current attribution method results in a
barrier inhibiting greater development of these assets. This research project has
performed substantial work in both outlining and validating the issues surrounding the
lack of a dynamic baselining method, as well as suggesting technological and regulatory
paths that could be used to close the gap. More on this subject is included in Chapter
11- Production Readiness.
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CHAPTER 9:
Technology and Knowledge Transfer
Project Fact Sheet
As part of the technology and knowledge transfer activities a project fact sheet was
developed and disseminated. The final project fact sheet can be found in Appendix D.

Presentation Materials
Presentation materials were also prepared to share the knowledge gained and lessons
learned from the project. The presentation was adjusted as needed to serve the
audience.

Technology and Knowledge Transfer Plan
The purpose of the Technology/Knowledge Transfer Plan was to develop a plan to
make the knowledge gained, experimental results, and lessons learned available to the
public and key decision makers.
Microgrids are a new technology area for wastewater facilities that are still in
development. The technology offerings, codes and standards, regulatory requirements,
utility interconnection requirements, rate tariffs and arrangements, and market
opportunities are still evolving.
Microgrid projects, such as the Laguna Treatment Plant microgrid project, are important
undertakings to learn about the technology and its related support systems and to test
out new ideas to see what works. Then, to maximize the value of early demonstration
projects like the LTP project, it is important to share the lessons learned with other
stakeholders so they can build on the knowledge gained. That is the purpose of this
technology and knowledge transfer plan.
This technology and knowledge transfer plan aimed to reach the following audiences:
•

Other wastewater treatment facilities

•

Electric utilities and California ISO

•

Regulatory agencies

•

Public entities and local governments

•

Industry

•

Academia

•

End users (commercial, industrial and institutional electricity users)

•

Distributed energy practitioners, engineers and consultants
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•

Sustainable energy and climate mitigation advocates

The types of information to be shared with stakeholders included the following:
•

Description of the Laguna Treatment Plant system design and the technologies
that were implemented

•

Project performance and project benefits

•

Lessons learned

Education, outreach and knowledge transfer activities were to include:
1. In-person and remote participation in workshops, conferences, and other
knowledge transfer activities, including:
a. Presentations at professional energy conferences, workshops
b. Presentations at wastewater treatment engineer events
c. Participation in workshops, conferences and meetings as a representative
of the project
2. Preparation, publication, and distribution of project documents, including:
a. Project fact sheets and presentations
b. Project press releases
c. Project videos and outreach materials
3. Outreach to interested potential end-users and stakeholders
a. Project kick-off and outreach events
b. Site tours
c. Outreach, discussions and consulting to entities interested in broadening
the use of microgrids
4. Educational outreach
a. Engagement of UC Davis Center for Water Efficiency to contribute to
project activities
Education, outreach, and knowledge transfer activities were tracked and recorded
throughout the project period.

Technology and Knowledge Transfer Activities
This report documents the efforts and accomplishments regarding project outreach
efforts to publicize the project and share knowledge, experimental results, and lessons
learned. A Technology/Knowledge Transfer Plan was previously developed; this report
documents the results associated with the implementation of that plan.
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The Laguna Treatment Plant, Trane and other project partners have worked to
disseminate project results and lessons learned from this project to many interested
stakeholders. This has included participation in conferences, workshops, onsite tours of
the microgrid facility at LTP, and presentations to many interested parties. In addition,
there have been press releases and multimedia efforts to publicize the project. Trane
has conducted significant outreach activities, including hosting tours and providing
information and guidance to stakeholders seeking to build their own microgrids. To
support these educational efforts, the LTP has contributed staff time, meeting spaces,
teleconferencing, and other resources. Project partners California Energy Commission,
PG&E, Nuvation, and stakeholders such as the UC Davis Center for Water Efficiency
have put substantial effort and resources into developing reports and resources that
feature the benefits of the LTP project.

Stakeholder Engagement
This project has generated publicity and stakeholder interest. To illustrate the interest
in microgrids, the following list documents the stakeholder groups who have toured
onsite and/or received presentations/consulting regarding the Laguna Treatment Plant
microgrid project.
Public Entities
•

California ISO

•

Utility and special districts

Industry
•

Other wastewater treatment facility personnel in the local area

•

Private companies

Academia
•

University of California Davis

Outreach Activities
Trane executed a significant outreach effort as part of this project. In addition to the
Technical Advisory Committee meeting, a total of five separate technology transfer
outreach meetings were held across the state, with attendees from dozens of local
governments. Technology outreach meetings were held in Chico, Santa Rosa, Visalia,
Riverside, and San Diego. The California ISO participated in a majority of these events,
further bolstering the understanding of changes in the electric marketplace and how a
microgrid approach could be used to meet multiple local needs. This geographically
distributed outreach campaign in turn resulted in a follow-on meeting sponsored by the
Representatives of California’s Rural Communities organization to more than three
dozen additional senior county administrators in Sacramento in October 2018.
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A record was kept of the LTP outreach activities. Outreach activities started in
September 2017 and continued through December 2018 and beyond. Appendix E
provides a listing of the outreach activities and agendas of outreach efforts covering the
duration of the project period.

Outreach Materials
To support the outreach activities associated with this project the following outreach
materials were prepared:
•

Project Fact Sheet (Appendix D)

•

Project presentations –many project presentations were given over the course of
the project.

•

Press releases – press releases associated with key milestones in the project
were disseminated (for example, receipt of grant award). Appendix D includes an
example.

Follow-On Consulting Activities
In addition to the outreach activities, this project has led to numerous microgrid
consulting opportunities for the project team. While these additional consulting
opportunities are not part of the direct activities associated with this project, they have
served the purpose of promoting the replication of similar microgrids. As a result of this
project, microgrid feasibility analyses and preliminary design work has been conducted
for and/or discussed with the following entities:
•

Other wastewater treatment facilities

•

Other large facilities
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CHAPTER 10:
Production Readiness
The production readiness of microgrids is a complex topic because microgrids are a
complex blend of carefully integrated systems with components from multiple
manufacturers and unique characteristics due to inevitable differences between sites.
This chapter attempts to relate the experience of implementing the Laguna Treatment
Plant microgrid project to the concept of microgrid production readiness and replicability
in general.
This chapter focuses on production readiness, from a technical perspective, for other
industrial and wastewater facilities microgrids. Since the focus is technical rather than
administrative, the findings are generally applicable to most other similar types of
entities.
Required Elements for Microgrid Readiness
In summary, the basic elements needed for preliminary microgrid readiness include:
•

A defined boundary between the microgrid and the wastewater treatment facility
allowable assets to be controlled.

•

Generation/storage components have been sized to meet net microgrid loads
and provide the required island-mode run-time capability as may apply.

•

An initial study of permitting, environmental review requirements, and cultural
resources survey(s).

•

A preliminary scaled site plan showing the area requirements for the
generation/storage components and controls has been created.

•

A preliminary one-line diagram of the microgrid.

•

A brief controls narrative of how assets, or which ones, may be controlled.

•

A site control plan demonstrating that it will be practical to obtain site control for
the required generation/storage components has been created.

•

The utility has been made aware of the project, has been provided with the
preliminary documentation above, and has not said no to the project.

•

Because the economic impacts and associated costs of different monetization
mechanisms are distinctly different, potential microgrid owners will often want an
economic analysis completed before starting a project.

•

While figuring out potential economics and counterparties may seem to be an
exclusively administrative element, it is not. Depending upon the grid impact
“products” to be sold and who the utility side counterparty is, different rules
must be followed for metering, data, communication, and other functions.
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Therefore, if the owner of a potential microgrid project is seeking to monetize
the upstream revenues of the grid impact products, then those products and
potential counterparties need to be identified early enough in the process so that
their inherent needs can be designed in from the start.
With these basic elements in place the microgrid project provider will be in good
position to begin working out the details needed to successfully implement the
microgrid. The remainder of this chapter discusses other key considerations concerning
the replicability of microgrids.

Integrating Existing Equipment Into a Microgrid
Since microgrids are typically implemented with existing facilities, there will likely be
pre-existing equipment to account for in the microgrid design. Examples include existing
emergency generators, SCADA or energy management systems, existing PV arrays, and
the like. Since these pre-existing systems will have been installed with a load-serving
purpose that is uniquely related to the role that the system has in serving the same
loads, the way that these components operate in the microgrid will have to be carefully
evaluated.
An example would be a pre-existing rooftop solar PV array with inverters that have ridethrough settings and active anti-islanding. Depending on the size of the PV array
relative to the microgrid loads and other onsite generation and storage components, its
output may need to be curtailed during island-mode, which would require an interface
with the microgrid controller. It is also important to understand the functionality,
settings, and intelligence of existing equipment controls, and whether those controls
can communicate with an advanced microgrid control system, or whether additional
components and upgrades or both are necessary.
The purpose of microgrids is to increase electrical resiliency, which means keeping
microgrid loads energized when the utility has an outage. Microgrid loads are
intermittent and load profiles will vary from microgrid to microgrid. The system
designed to handle load intermittency and any conceivable load profile due to
conservative design and interconnection practices, and the presence of large generation
sources (power plants). A microgrid operating in island-mode becomes disconnected
from these large generation sources and relies on smaller generation and storage
components within the microgrid to keep loads energized. In addition, microgrids can
drive new revenue for their owners through providing critical grid impacts, either
through direct market participation or through providing these services under contract
to a utility market off-taker.
Controlling pre-existing loads can be another tool available to designers for maintaining
stability and extending run time in island-mode. To incorporate controllable loads into
the microgrid, an energy audit should be conducted to characterize microgrid loads and,
using the results, a list of non-critical loads that can be shed can be identified and
prioritized. Using that list, a control plan can be developed to allow the microgrid
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controller to use controllable loads as well as controllable generation to maintain
stability and extend run time in island-mode.
Installing the Microgrid Controller
There are typically either four or five different levels in a microgrid control system.
1. Component controllers (BESS, inverters, and others)
2. Optimization controller
3. Real-time controller
4. Protection and coordination controller
5. If the plan includes monetization of the grid impacts of the microgrid, then a fifth
level of controls is needed: a grid integration control system
The component controllers are provided by the manufacturers of generation and
storage devices such as inverters, batteries and generator controllers. Optimization and
real time controllers are often packaged together and provided by the same
manufacturer. The protection and coordination controller is typically a set of redundant
protection relays. In some cases, items 2, 3, and 4 can be provided by the same
manufacturer in one integrated controller. The grid integration controls are a
combination of sensors, communication gateways, and data links, which may be
entirely on-site or at least partly cloud based.
Installing the microgrid control system requires quite a bit of initial research and great
care. This is because constructing a microgrid around existing facilities sometimes
requires major electrical reconfiguration work at the PCC(s). This requires shutdowns,
which are disruptive to the facility and processes. Planned outages are generally more
tolerated than unplanned outages and the impacts and duration of unplanned outages
can be unpredictable. Important questions to consider are:
•

How will the microgrid control system be tested before it is put to use on a live
system?

•

What is the best construction sequence to minimize cumulative outage duration?

•

What are the best initial settings in the component level controllers for interim
operations before the entire microgrid control system becomes operational?

•

How should the microgrid control system respond to PCC switching as a result of
outages?

•

How should the microgrid control system respond to the re-energization of the
utility power after an outage?

•

If monetizing grid impacts, how will the microgrid control system work with a
grid integration platform or utility control room?

Based on the experience of implementing the LTP, a microgrid controller
implementation plan based on the following outline is offered for consideration:
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1. Test the microgrid control system in a digital simulation environment with control
hardware in the loop. This is a critical step and its importance cannot be
overemphasized for de-risking the system before operating in a live setting.
2. For the main grid-forming generation source’s controller, program it to start
when the microgrid circuit becomes de-energized. The circuit breaker that
connects this generation source to the microgrid circuit should be controllable by
the protection and coordination controller, which also controls the PCC circuit
breaker.
3. Set the component level controllers for the remaining generation sources to
operate in grid-following mode with voltage and frequency ride-through settings
as per utility requirements and active anti-islanding turned on.
4. Program the protection and coordination controller(s) with the protection settings
required under the interconnection agreement and program an automated
foundational microgrid controller into this level.
a. The foundational microgrid control system should respond to Area Electric
Power System (AEPS) faults as per utility requirements and coordinate the
switching of the main grid-forming generation source’s tie-breaker with
the PCC breaker(s) to safely form the microgrid when the PCC is open,
provided that the PCC did not open due to a fault that is internal to the
microgrid.
b. The foundational microgrid control system should respond to the utility
becoming re-energized with a coordinated reconnection of the microgrid
to the utility.
c. The foundational microgrid control system should have two modes:
i. Mode 1: Switching commands that are sent by any other external
controller (such as the component level, optimization level, or realtime level controllers) are ignored.
ii. Mode 2: Switching commands for external controllers are processed
and acted upon if protection settings allow.
If the control system is operating in Mode 2 and for any reason the
microgrid circuit becomes de-energized for an unexpectedly long period,
then it should automatically switch to Mode 1 and energize the microgrid
with the main grid-forming generator.
5. With the PCC and the control system operational, the optimization and real-time
controllers can be deployed and tested on the live system with the foundational
control system being in Mode 1 until these controllers have been tested
successfully for all functions that do not require switching of the PCC or main
generation source tie breakers. At that point the foundational control system can
be switched to Mode 2 and live testing can continue with the optimization and
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real time controllers being allowed to attempt switching of the PCC and main tie
breakers for applicable control sequences.
6. Test any newly installed communication links and grid integration platform
elements needed for market participation
Once the optimization and real time controllers are proven, a final step is to coordinate
ramp rates and component-level controller settings so that components will revert to a
safe operating state if the optimization and/or real time controllers go offline. The final
state should be optimal economic performance if all controllers are online,
commissioned well, and meeting the design intent, with fail-safe operation at the
component-level controllers if the optimization and/or real time controllers are offline.
Critical Processes, Equipment, and Expertise
Developing a microgrid is a complex process that involves several key processes,
technologically advanced equipment, and specialized expertise. Information relevant to
these topics has been provided previously in this chapter. This section summarizes
several key aspects that cannot be overemphasized when considering development of a
microgrid.
Based on the experience of the LTP project, the most critical process for
implementation is technology integration. With multiple contractors and vendors
involved in implementing the project, there is a tendency for each entity to be narrowly
focused on their scope of work, schedule, and budget. This creates risks because the
work items and technical systems being provided must be able to interact with the
overall integrated system for the design intent of the microgrid to be realized. Care
must be taken to avoid gaps in the divisions of responsibility between contractors and
vendors, which will become more apparent in the latter stages of the project as
budgetary and schedule pressures increase. To mitigate as much of this risk as
possible, the prime contractor should select a qualified technical integrator to set up a
contractual framework to empower the project’s integration team so that when
uncertainty arises about the division of responsibilities, there is a licensed engineer with
responsible charge of the work that can provide direction that is reinforced by contracts
that were carefully negotiated at the beginning of the project. Other critical processes
include:
•

Interconnection process with the utility
o Take the necessary time to fully understand this process early in the
project and account for the various steps and necessary review periods in
the master project schedule
o Pre-energization testing will be required for any new switchgear at the
PCC
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•

Engineering design process
o Include development and review of the following at the 30 percent, 60
percent, 90 percent, and 100 percent level of completeness

•

▪

An integrated plan set showing design plans for each system in one
plan set. Every piece of hardware should be included with divisions
of responsibility for procurement and installation noted on the plan
sheets.

▪

A complete listing of any performance metrics required of the
equipment, sensors, control system, communication links, or grid
integration platform required to allow monetization of grid impacts

▪

A Concept of Operations document written in lay-person’s terms
that outlines the goals and objectives of the microgrid. It defines
the use cases for the microgrid and describes the control actions
that will be active to support each use case. It specifies the actors
that have a role in the control system and describes how they will
influence the operational characteristics of the integrated system,
and describes each control function that will be used to meet the
design intent.

▪

An engineer’s opinion of probable costs, which is used at each
design review stage to check to make sure that the estimated
construction cost of the system is still within the project budget. If
not, a value engineering step can be included in the work to
achieve the next level of design completeness milestone.

Hardware-in-the-loop testing in a digital simulation environment
o A digital blueprint of the microgrid should be created in a suitable realtime digital simulator.
o All four or five levels of microgrid controllers listed above should be
included whenever possible. If it is not practical to integrate a certain
component level controller, a simulated model may be used as a
substitute but the amount of risk that can be retired through this critical
process will be reduced in that case.
o Hardware-in-the-loop testing system can be used to train microgrid
operators.

•

Deploy a fully tested foundational microgrid controller implemented in the
protection and coordination hardware at the time that the PCC construction
occurs
o This control system will include all of the protection requirements that the
utility requires at the PCC as well as control functions to transfer the
microgrid loads between the AEPS and the main grid-forming generator in
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the microgrid and back in response to outages on the utility or operator
commands for planned islanding events.
•

Commissioning
o This process will involve making sure that all of the interfaces between the
various actors in the microgrid are functioning and that the four levels of
control listed above are coordinated and functioning to meet the design
intent of the microgrid.

•

System Observation
o After commissioning, the system should be observed for at least one year
with data analysis conducted at regular intervals. Due to the complexity of
the integrated system there will likely be deviations from expected
behavior that will require effort to diagnose. The project team should plan
for this observation period by making sure there is budget for data
analysis and diagnostics and by making sure that warranty documentation
supports any fixes that are deemed necessary.

In addition to these critical processes there are several critical pieces of equipment that
are necessary for the microgrid to function safely, reliably, and optimally from an
economic perspective. The list of critical equipment includes:
•

Advanced protection relays that can be programmed to provide basic control,
coordination, and protection for the microgrid.

•

A grid-forming generator that is capable of black starting the entire microgrid
and that can:
o Generate enough current to handle reactive load spikes and inrush current
from starting large motors.
o Generate enough fault current to maintain the selectivity of fault
interruption devices on the main circuits in the microgrid.

•

A microgrid controller that provides real-time control of generation sources and
storage in the microgrid on a time scale of milliseconds to seconds to enforce
constraints within the control scheme.

•

A microgrid controller that provides optimal dispatch of generation sources and
storage to minimize operational costs and maximize economic benefits.

•

Component level controllers (for example smart inverters) that provide adequate
control and protection functions to enable fail-safe operation in the event that
communication with the real time or optimization controller is lost.

•

For microgrids looking to monetize grid impacts that are highly variable in nature
(such as a waste water treatment plant), a grid integration platform that can
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develop an accurate and precise dynamic baseline, and communicate that to the
grid impact counterparty
Key expertise for implementing microgrids includes:
•

A project management team who can lead the implementation team to keep the
project on schedule and under budget, and ensure environmental and permitting
processes are closely managed

•

A grid product integration specialist or firm for analyzing the economics of the
saleable grid impacts, whether directly to the California ISO or to a load serving
entity, as well as for communicating the associated performance and data
requirements to the design and construction team.

•

A licensed engineer to act as the lead technical integrator with responsible
charge over the integration process and who has been empowered through
contracts to direct work as needed

•

A controls expert who can program advanced protection relays with control
functions necessary for microgrid operation, participate in the development of
the real-time and optimization control programming, and who can coordinate the
settings of the component level controllers

•

A licensed electrical engineer who has responsible charge over the electrical
design of the microgrid and who can develop a power flow model of the
microgrid to evaluate stability under various conditions

•

A protection engineer who can program protection relays, complete short circuit
coordination studies, and who has responsible charge over the selectivity of the
fault interruption systems in grid-connected and islanded modes

•

An energy modeler who can verify the optimal component sizing and consult with
the controls team to ensure that the necessary functions are in place to achieve
optimal economic performance

•

Utility interconnection engineers who can evaluate the proposed project to clarify
requirements and ultimately inspect and approve of the project

•

A licensed electrical contractor with experience with medium-voltage systems

•

A network technology expert who can design the communications network
needed for microgrid control and data acquisition

•

A cyber security expert who can evaluate the design plans, identify any
vulnerabilities, and recommend mitigation measures to harden the microgrid
against cyberattack

•

A testing team with facilities to conduct hardware-in-the-loop testing of controls
in a digital simulation environment so that the microgrid control system can be
tested before being deployed on a live system
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•

A construction management team to document construction and help mediate
any disputes that arise

•

A commissioning agent who is responsible for testing all of the functionality
included in the final Concept of Operations document, which should contain a
common understanding among all project participants as to how the system
should operate upon completion

•

A data analysis specialist who can efficiently analyze large operational data sets
during the system observation period and provide summary reports to the
project management team

The information provided in this section is not intended to be exhaustive but should
provide a sense of the types of processes, equipment, and skills needed to successfully
implement a microgrid.
Key Cost Considerations
Microgrid implementation is very capital intensive. Certain components are commercially
mature from both an economic and technical perspective, such as solar PV systems,
natural gas and other fossil fueled generators, and advanced protection relays. Battery
energy storage systems are often essential to microgrid operability because they are
able to absorb as well as generate energy in quantities that are useful in supporting
microgrid operation in island-mode. Battery storage is still relatively expensive in 2018,
but capital costs are declining steadily.
On an individual basis, procuring each of these types of assets and installing them at a
facility with a connection to the utility is relatively straightforward, and in isolation the
“soft costs” (such as engineering, permitting, testing, construction management,
commissioning) of each are in line with a typical public works project. However, for a
microgrid project, some combination of these assets must be deployed in an integrated
system and a dynamic PCC with the AEPS must be managed as well, which is likely to
create significant design, engineering, commissioning, and utility interconnection
requirements that can add considerably to the cost.
Key cost considerations for microgrid implementation are:
1. The soft costs for the expertise needed during design, testing, interconnection,
construction, and commissioning of the microgrid.
2. The interconnection costs with the utility, including potential service
reconfigurations.
3. The microgrid controller system costs covering the four level of controls
described above.
4. Additional revenues and marginal costs, both up front and continuing, of
monetizing grid impacts.
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These four cost considerations generally amount to a significant fraction of the overall
project cost and should be evaluated early during the project budgeting phase.
Estimating the amount of effort that should be budgeted for items one and two is
difficult and can vary widely from project to project. From a cost management
perspective, an experienced design team and a utility that has a clear interconnection
process and experience with microgrids are two desirable attributes for any microgrid
project.
Thoughts on Replicability
Regarding replicability of microgrids in California and general, a primary consideration is
the perspective of the utility on any proposed project. Any type of microgrid will always
require utility interaction, and the local distribution utility will always be the expert in
the room when it comes to safely and reliably operating the local electricity grid. When
a microgrid project is proposed, the local distribution utility has the ultimate authority to
either approve or deny the terms for interconnection for any project. If a project fails to
meet the utility’s requirements at a reasonable cost, it may be unable to obtain
permission to operate regardless of whether construction has been completed.
Single-customer microgrids with a single PCC (that is, a campus), that are well-designed
according to utility requirements, should be able to obtain unconditional permission to
operate from the utility. There may be restrictions on the types of transfers that are
allowed (break-before-make or seamless) and/or the amount of power that is allowed
to be exported from the microgrid to the AEPS. However, these are points of discussion
that can be addressed using sound engineering design practices and clear
communication to obtain mutual agreement.
Multi-customer microgrids will likely require that the utility’s distribution circuit be
modified and special cost recovery methods and tariffs will probably apply. It is easier
to standardize these types of microgrids from a technical perspective, especially if the
generation and storage assets are owned by the utility, because the protection and
control hardware and software for switching on medium voltage circuits is mature. The
more complicated aspects are the contractual and financial details that will govern cost
recovery and the creation of special tariffs.

Need for Standardization
Standardization of equipment, communication protocols, control sequences,
interconnection pathways, and primary circuit switching protocols in the context of
microgrid use is an admirable and elusive goal. There are industry efforts to pursue
standards that, if adopted by enough manufacturers, could make it easier to integrate
component-level controllers and optimization, and real-time controllers.
The LTP project did not benefit from any such standardization. Most of the interfaces
and much of the control software required custom development. This required
significant effort by highly skilled engineers to develop and test the interfaces and
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software. These “soft costs” increased the overall project cost and timeline
considerably. At present and for the near future, it is likely that teams working to
develop a microgrid project will have a similar experience.
In an ideal scenario, a set of microgrid interface and communication standards would
exist that component manufacturers would adopt to allow devices from different
manufacturers to communicate with each other over a secure TCP/IP network with
reduced customization requirements by the engineers deploying the equipment.
One approach is to try to implement a microgrid using hardware and software from a
single vendor. There are several large companies that are capable of providing this type
of umbrella solution. However, there are pros and cons with this approach. On the plus
side, one experienced firm can provide the components for much of the control system
and, in some cases, the generation sources and energy storage systems as well.
Experienced engineers from that same company can design, test, and commission the
equipment. Custom interfacing and controls work is minimized.
However, with this approach the microgrid design, functionality, and innovative
characteristics could become somewhat limited by what the “umbrella” company sees
as the “best” way to implement a microgrid. Also, being able to fully grasp the
operational characteristics of the completed microgrid during the sales period with a
large company offering a turnkey microgrid could be challenging. Once the sale has
been made, the selected company will implement the project and along the way details
about how the system will be deployed and operate will become clear to the owner.
There is a risk that the owner’s expectations will not be met and options to remedy the
situation may be limited.
Where monetization of grid impacts is a key goal of the project, the development of an
accepted and well-understood method for determining the ‘but for” baseline of a highly
variable asset like LTP is critical. The need for a dynamic baselining method is detailed
elsewhere in this report

Need for Plug-and-Play Architecture
The phrase “plug-and-play” describes a case where a “child” device can be plugged into
a “parent” device for the first time and after a brief communication period, the child
device works perfectly the first time it is used. One example of this is when a keyboard
(child) is plugged into a computer (parent) for the first time. The child device is
designed with a standardized interface protocol, and as long as the port that it is
plugged into complies with this protocol and the operating system on the computer has
a standardized discovery mechanism for this protocol, meeting the plug-and-play
standards, the child’s driver will be installed on the parent and it will operate as
designed.
While it is conceivable that an analogous system could be implemented to speed wider
use of microgrids with components from multiple manufacturers, the practicalities of
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such an endeavor are daunting. The types of components that could be used in a
microgrid, potentially with multiple manufacturers involved, are many — inverters,
automatic transfer switches, protection relays, internal combustion engine generators,
microturbines, fuel cells, battery energy storage systems, energy management systems,
meters, and others. From this perspective alone, it appears unlikely that standards to
enable plug-and-play operation for multi-manufacturer microgrids will ever be widely
adopted. It is much more likely that single-manufacturer microgrids may achieve plugand-play functionality as competition drives down cost for turnkey microgrid solutions.
One note of caution regarding the concept of plug-and-play solutions for microgrids is
that there could be significant risk in allowing any component that is connected to the
microgrid circuit to operate as a plug-and-play device. For safety, any device that is
connected to the microgrid circuit should be carefully configured to operate within the
constraints of the site-specific control system by the engineering team. These
components need to operate in a coordinated fashion with other grid-connected
components.
Some grid-following components that are connected to the microgrid circuits such as
solar PV inverters are essentially plug-and-play. Solar PV inverters are a good example
of how grid-following generation sources can be designed to be plug-and-play because
their initial settings are fail-safe and can be customized during commissioning as
needed for microgrid duty. Also, components that are not directly connected to and
have no direct influence on the microgrid circuit, such as power meters, weather station
instrumentation, data loggers, and others, could be made plug-and-play, which could
definitely reduce microgrid implementation time.

Need for a Dynamic Baselining Capability
For a wastewater treatment facility the best predictor of power consumption at any
given time is the amount of liquid waste being processed through the facility, as the
change in flow results in a change in need for pump operation, mechanical
grinder/separator operation, aeration blower operation, and other actions.
Unfortunately, this is not how the system currently works with respect to compensation.
When participating in electric markets through monetization of grid impacts, one of the
most important elements is the baseline. The California ISO defines it as follows:

A baseline is an estimate of the expected consumption-i.e. the electricity that
would have been consumed-had there not been a demand response event. The
difference between the baseline and the actual consumption is the actual energy
reduction a demand response resource delivered during the event. Because only
the physical load can be metered (and not the demand response quantity), the
result of the baseline calculation compared against the actual load during the
idea so dispatch time arise and serves as the demand response energy
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management use by the ISO to financially settled the energy delivered (i.e.
Energy not consumed) from a demand response resource.1
The North American Energy Standards Board (NAESB), responsible for developing and
promoting industry standards, published a standard for demand response performance
methodologies in 2012. It provided standard terminology and identified five broad types
of performance evaluation methodologies:
Baselining Type-I, Baselining Type-II, Maximum Base Load, Meter Before/Meter After,
and Metered Generator Output. The California ISO tariff currently provides for three of
these five NAESB approved performance evaluation methodologies (Type-I, Type-II,
and MGO).
According to California ISO "Type-I metering is the most commonly used baseline

method for performance measurement of demand response resources among ISOs and
regional transmission organizations." This method looks at energy consumption at the
same time of previous days in order to predict the energy consumption for a given time
block, with a minor adjustment available (up to plus or minus 20 percent) based on the
hours immediately before a potential event. Type-II uses statistical sampling where
appropriate metering technology may not be present. Metered generator output (MGO)
is just what it sounds like: measurement of the actual output of a device like a
generator or battery.
Type-II metering does not apply because settlement quality interval metering devices
will always either be in place or installed as part of a microgrid project. MGO does not
apply to a project like LTP because it is a load modifying grid impact, not a generating
device that pushes a measurable quantity of electrons onto a grid. Because of this,
Type-I is the default method for potential microgrid assets seeking to monetize their
ability to provide firm, dispatchable grid impacts.
For many potential market participants, a Type-I baseline method would be entirely
practical. For loads such as those at data centers, hospitals, or office buildings, there is
relatively little change in total power/energy consumption from one day to the next.
Even while the power consumption of some internal systems of the building may
change dramatically (such as the power draw of a cooling plant during a major heat
storm), so long as the method focuses only on the power consumption of the building
as a whole, the variance between one days energy usage and another is relatively
predictable.
This is not the case for wastewater treatment facilities like Laguna. Depending upon
flow, the power draw of the Laguna treatment plant during the period of this study
ranged from more than 5 MW to less than 2 MW as the hourly flows through the plant
ranged from more than 50 MGD to less than 15 MGD. The Laguna treatment plant is an

1

California ISO Demand Response User Guide, 2017, page 149)
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episodic, highly variable load. It is episodic in that load variations can and do change
from day to day, and the timing of those load changes is random. It is highly variable in
that the difference in power for any given block of time can vary tremendously,
particularly when compared to more static loads such as the building types mentioned
above.
An alternative approach would be to develop a dynamic baseline using a variant of the
NAESB Meter Before/Meter After method. Even with the relatively limited amount of
data gathered during the testing period, the Trane dynamic baselining method
appeared to have a considerable edge over the Type–I method currently mandated by
California ISO.
Impacts of the Absence of a Dynamic Baselining Method
Due to delays caused by variables listed elsewhere in this report, the actual runtime of
the project prior to the conclusion of the grant period was relatively limited. However,
even during this limited run time, data collection and operation was able to provide
some confirmation of the potential superiority of a dynamic baseline approach over the
current Type-I standard.
Operational data from the test period appears to confirm that a Type-I baseline can be
both imprecise and inaccurate compared to Trane’s dynamic baseline approach, and
this imprecision is particularly noticeable during variable weather. Variable weather
during the test period meant several days of high flow following several days of low
flow, as well as the reverse of this situation. When several consecutive low flow days
preceded a high flow day, plant kW would be higher than anticipated by a Type-I
baseline. Where several consecutive high flow days preceded a low flow day, plant kW
would be lower than the baseline before any load modifying behavior had taken place.
This high variability would be more likely to occur during the "shoulder" Figure 45 and
Figure 46 are provided to illustrate this point.
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Figure 45: California ISO Type-I Baseline

Source: Trane U.S.

The graph in Figure 45 comes from the plant data gathered on April 11. On this day
plant flow (‘x’ axis) was fairly steady in the range of 23 to 27 MGD, but the previous 10
weekdays had experienced much higher average flows due to weather. Because the
Type-I baseline only used data from those dates (with a minor modification due to "day
of" power), the predicted baseline power consumption of the plant was neither precise
nor accurate. The attached graph shows the Type-I calculated baseline, with kilowatts
per MGD on the vertical axis and hourly flow (in MGD) on the bottom axis.
The graph in Figure 46 compares the same metrics for both a dynamic baseline and
actual power readings at the plant.
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Figure 46: Actual Performance Versus Dynamic Baseline (April 11, 2019)

Source: Trane U.S.

During the test period Trane and Santa Rosa ran a series of simulated market
participation events. These test events included diversion of flow to a flow equalization
basin, operation of the battery, and operation of the motor driven generator set.
Using a Type-I attribution method, eight of the 16 test events would have been deemed
unsuccessful by the California ISO, while using a dynamic baseline method would have
demonstrated that all 16 of the events would have met their targeted load modification
goals. During these events both the plant operator and Trane understood that they
were providing a real curtailment of grid load compared to what the normal operation
of the plant would have drawn from the grid at that moment. However, several of these
test events occurred during weather related high flow time blocks, while the Type-1
baseline was based upon previous lower flow time blocks. In these cases there is no
combination of actions that a plant operator could have taken that would have resulted
in a successful event when compared to the Type-I baseline.
This is important for several reasons. First, energy market participation is not core to
the mission of this facility. Market participation is something that may be done so long
as the perceived risk is low, and the reward is reasonable. For assets that have highly
variable loads a Type-I baseline method thus brings on risk. This negatively affects the
risk-reward calculation on the reward side as well. A "no way to make it" failure event
deprives a potential market participant of remuneration they would otherwise receive,
while some monetization mechanisms punish a failure with an actual penalty. For a
highly variable load the uncertainty and risk inherent in a Type-I Baselining method will
probably continue to dissuade market participation.
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Market Gaming
This research validated that it is possible to game the demand response market through
data analytics by using flaws in the Type-I method. A specific example showed how a
demand response market actor with an advanced data analytics engine like Trane’s
dynamic baselining algorithm could produce revenue in the California ISO demand
response market without actually changing equipment operation.
The morning of Monday, April 15, was dry, and flow into the plant dropped below 20
MGD for several hours in the morning. This flow reduction was the first time that this
had occurred during a weekday in roughly two weeks. The Type-I baseline method for
April 15 was based on the previous 10 weekdays, all of which had higher flows than
that morning. Knowing both recent flow and the flow anticipated for that day it was
possible to know in advance that the California ISO Type-I method would be artificially
high. The Type-1 baseline for 8 a.m. was more than 4 MW, the dynamic baseline was
estimated at less than 2 MW, and actual power consumption was less than 2 MW. Had
a 2 MW curtailment been bid in to the California ISO it would have appeared to have
been successful without needing any change in plant operation.
Because of the way that Type-I baselines work, this would not necessarily be limited to
being a one day market gaming event either. Under a Type-I baseline method any day
that an asset participates in the market is not included in the basket of hours that are
used to calculate the next day’s baseline. In this case, if the Laguna plant had
participated on Monday and then elected to participate again on Tuesday, the same
days would have been used for establishing the Tuesday Type-I baseline: because
Monday was a "participation event day,” Tuesday, April 16 would have used the 10
previous week days, but excluding Monday. The result effectively "freezes" the
abnormally high baseline of April 15 in place for another day of potential “no change”
kW harvesting, an exploit that could have continued for more than a month.
This gaming vulnerability is not going away. The amount of data collected and available
for analysis by current or potential market actors is large and growing. This data
includes the ability to anticipate flow before it gets to a plant, see flow rates at various
locations as it moves through the process stream, and also gather real time data on
instantaneous power consumption. With this data in hand the ability for market actors
to calculate and act upon the monetization opportunities provided by the differential
between the actual power predicted by dynamic baselining engines and the artificial
baseline calculated through a Type-I method will only grow.
Finally, it is worth noting that the lack of a fair dynamic baselining method also
negatively affects the ability of entire classes of important distributed energy resources
from reaching their potential.
For example, the Laguna plant has what is called a flow equalization basin, which allows
incoming process flow to be diverted and held for processing at a later time. Use of a
flow equalization basin could allow a plant to artificially reduce its power consumption
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at one block of time and then artificially increase its power consumption at another, at
least when compared to the same plant without a process flow storage capability. When
properly metered and controlled, an integrated flow equalization basin could become a
valuable, predictable, and dispatchable grid asset. By providing a morning ramp up,
mid-day beneficial load, afternoon ramp down, and evening curtailment, a flow
equalization basin equipped plant could provide multiple different grid impacts
throughout the day to help counter “duck curve" events. However, in the absence of a
dynamic baselining method it would be difficult for a wastewater treatment facility to be
able to reliably monetize these altered and beneficial grid impacts.
Not all wastewater treatment facilities have flow equalization basins. When considering
whether to invest in a flow equalization basin a plant owner would look at first cost,
additional marginal operating cost, tariff based electric bill savings, and finally any
"upstream" utility facing revenue produced by the operation of this grid integrated
asset. Since the absence of a dynamic baselining method effectively neuters the ability
to reliably monetize these beneficial grid impacts, it effectively de-monetizes an
important cash-flow mechanism for any plant considering this piece of infrastructure.
Many microgrid projects that could work economically in an environment that has a
dynamic baselining method would not be able to make economic sense in its absence.
Wastewater facilities are not the only types of potential microgrid loads that are
negatively affected by the absence of an accepted dynamic baseline method. Potable
water systems in many locations across California have the ability to install significant
tankage in areas where elevation provides the ability to drive needed system pressure.
Sufficient tankage at elevation would allow the instantaneous energy usage of a water
system to be effectively de-coupled from instantaneous water usage. Similarly, the grid
impact of an HVAC system (when isolated from the load of the rest of the building) is
also a highly dynamic load, where instantaneous power draw is closely correlated to
ambient air temperature. A thermal energy storage system coupled to a highly variable
HVAC load could also benefit from a dynamic baselining method and would do so for
the same reasons. Highly variable loads like these represent a significant portion of
overall annual electric energy consumption, with water estimated at around 18 percent
of California's annual energy consumption and HVAC not far behind.
Functional energy storage systems (flow equalization basins, water tanks, thermal
energy storage, and others) share common characteristics. They can provide reliable
grid impacts that are needed to help California reach its renewable integration goals.
They can be applied to systems representing a significant portion of annual energy
consumption. They are well understood technologies that have historically seen
relatively small deployments compared to their market potential, and all of their
advancement in the market would be helped by the market monetization opportunities
presented by the development of a dynamic baseline.
This research into the challenges faced by highly variable grid loads when trying to use
a Type-I baselining method, particularly when compared to the results possible from a
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data driven dynamic baselining method, indicates that this is an important area for
additional research. It appears that there is an important market gap, a large potential
market, potentially workable technologic solutions, and an existing regulatory
framework that this concept could fit into. Trane believes that attention to the issues
surrounding the lack of a dynamic baseline method for highly variable grid loads by
researchers, public servants, industry, and decision makers has the ability to rapidly,
meaningfully, and equitably help move California toward a greener electric future.
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CHAPTER 11:
Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions
The LTP microgrid project was successful in the integration and installation of a
microgrid system. This allows the LTP to participate in the day-ahead market. A new
opportunity for wastewater treatment facilities. The project was completed at the end
of the grant period, March 31, 2019, and was operated over a 30-day period using
simulations. The project was recognized for its technology and ability to control certain
assets in a wastewater treatment facility.
The project met its design intent and achieved full functionality, including:
•

A secure, reliable, wastewater treatment facility microgrid deployed at the
Laguna Treatment Plant
o This provides critical resiliency for the plant and surrounding areas.

•

Four levels of operator day-ahead market assets for programmed demand
response:
o Flow equalization basin flor diversion
o BESS
o CHP engine #3 with selective catalytic reduction unit
o CHP engine #4 with selective catalytic reduction unit

The LTP supports academic, government, public, and private industry groups and
students visiting the microgrid site to tour and learn about solar energy, battery
storage, distributed energy resource integration, demand response, peak shaving, and
other details.
The telemetry and data recording system on the microgrid are extensive and the
project represents a valuable resource to the State of California for studying grid
dynamics and smart-grid strategies under a variety of real-world scenarios on a live
system. Committed partners such as Trane, PG&E, and others are providing ongoing
support for the microgrid, which enables growth as the technology improves. The
economic benefit to the LTP going forward will be dependent upon its use of the
microgrid and the assets it controls. Subsequent years going forward will provide
further system performance and results of the microgrid project.
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Lessons Learned
Some of the key lessons learned include:
•

Implementing a microgrid project requires an empowered technical integration
team, including the owning entity.

•

A microgrid control system has four levels of control:
o Component controllers
o Optimization controller
o Real-time controller
o Protection and coordination controller

•

Advanced protection relays have control capabilities that can be used to make
sure that the protection and coordination controller is at the top of the control
hierarchy, which aids with construction sequencing and avoids significant risk
when deploying the optimization and real-time controllers.

•

The electric utility is a critical partner in any microgrid project. Microgrid
interconnection processes are especially complex and establishing a collaborative
relationship with the utility is essential.

•

Network latency and control cycle times must be accounted for, especially when
solar output is large relative to loads.

•

Hardware in the loop testing in a real-time digital simulation environment is
valuable for de-risking and providing a venue for operator training.

•

During live testing, use detailed test plans with contingencies for all failure
modes.

•

Include SCADA programmers and electricians with prior knowledge of the
microgrid site on the project team.

•

IT upgrades can disrupt communications between microgrid components causing
operational issues, so ensuring system/sitewide IT coordination is important.

•

Make sure to account for large reactive loads during design.

•

Implementing a microgrid over an existing built environment is challenging. Any
reluctance to change by plant personnel must be carefully considered.

•

Owner/operator ability should determine system complexity and the appropriate
level of automation.

•

After commissioning, closely monitor system performance to verify functionality
and expected results.
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•

Involvement of the IT and communications department is critical to project
success.

•

Do not underestimate the amount of time it will take to commission the
microgrid control system.

Recommendations
Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 provide detail as to how the LTP microgrid project was
implemented and can serve as a resource to other project teams working on
implementing similar projects. Chapter 10, Production Readiness Plan, addresses key
considerations regarding how to replicate microgrids in a general sense. The top five
recommendations for project developers are as follows:
1. Engage and empower a qualified technical integration team in the early stages of
project development.
2. Engage and cultivate a cooperative relationship with the electrical utility to which
the microgrid will connect as early in the project development process as
possible.
3. Use advanced protection relays at the point of common coupling with the utility
to create a foundational microgrid control system that is at the top of the
microgrid control hierarchy.
4. The site host should be prepared to accept risks associated with both planned
and unplanned electricity outages, potential equipment damage, and cost
overruns.
5. Ensure that there is enough budget after initial commissioning for a system
observation period (ideally at least 12 months) during which data analysis results
will lead to opportunities to improve system performance, sometimes
dramatically.

Suggestions for Further Research
The following is a set of research topics that the authors think are worth further
research:
•

Schemes to optimize microgrids

•

Use of thermal storage in a microgrid

•

Front-of-the-meter multi-customer microgrids integrated into a distribution
utility’s control network

•

Simplified microgrid control – how simple and low-cost can a microgrid control
system be and still serve basic microgrid needs?
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•

Deployment of microgrid controllers that can provide seamless transitions during
unplanned outages, like an uninterruptible power supply

•

Grid distribution services that can be provided by microgrids

•

Exploration of distributed, rather than centralized, smart grid control
architectures

•

Control and protection strategies for low-inertia operation of inverter-based
microgrids with high penetrations of renewable energy
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GLOSSARY AND ACRONYMS
Term

Definition

1 MW CHP

Cummins combined heat and power (CHP) engines 1.1 MW
capacity located in the CHP plant that was retrofitted with selective
catalytic reduction technology used as demand response resources.

BESS

battery energy storage system; in the context of this project,
specifically refers to the Nuvation 2MW /480 kWh battery energy
storage system the project used.

BMS

Battery management system

CPUC

California Public Utilities Commission

EPIC

Electric Program Investment Charge

ECI

Electrical Consultants, Inc.; project partner.

IT

information technology

LTP

Laguna Treatment Plant

ME&E

McKeever Energy and Electric; project subcontractor.

MGD

Million gallons per day

MSB

main switchboard

PCC

point of common coupling; the point at which a microgrid is
connected to the wider utility grid.

PCC relay

the primary SEL-700 & PCC breaker control and protection relay
located in the PCC.

PTO

permission to operate

PV

photovoltaic

RTDS

Real-Time Digital Simulation; a digital simulation system that
operates in real time, often including hardware-in-the-loop
components.

SCADA

supervisory control and data acquisition

SEL

Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories, Inc.; project vendor.

SEL-700

specific model of protection relay device, manufactured by SEL,
Inc., used to monitor and control the point of common coupling
breaker control.
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Term

Definition

smart grid

The thoughtful integration of intelligent technologies and
innovative services that produce a more efficient, sustainable,
economic, and secure electrical supply for California communities.

SOC

state of charge; the amount of energy stored in the battery system
(synonym of SOE).

SOE

state of energy; the amount of energy stored in the battery system
(synonym of SOC).

SWPPP

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan

UPS

uninterruptable power supply; device capable of powering attached
loads from stored energy (usually batteries) for a short period of
time after normal input power is interrupted, and of transferring
quickly enough that connected loads are not affected by the
transfer.
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APPENDIX A:
CEC Stop Notice
The California Energy Commission issued a Partial Stop Work Order on February 2,
2019, for the second selective catalytic reduction unit installation until the city accepted
in writing the project’s BESS inverter and PV inverters. These project components were
previously reviewed and approved by the city; however, plant operations personnel
were unsure of the harmonics these devices may impose upon the plant’s equipment.
The notice was released on March 3, 2019, only after the city accepted the previously
approved plans and equipment specified for the project. A copy of the Stop Order
follows.
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APPENDIX B:
Project Specifications
The microgrid project specifications are consolidated into the following areas:
a. Carport solar PV
b. BESS (Nuvation & Parker)
c. Selective catalytic reduction units - Miratech
The following pages provide for the specifications of each of the above microgrid major
components.
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APPENDIX C:
Microgrid Commissioning
The microgrid project commissioning involved the following areas:
a. Carport Solar PV
b. BESS (Nuvation & Parker)
c. Selective catalytic reduction units - Miratech
The following pages provide for the commissioning of each of the above microgrid
major components.
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APPENDIX D:
Project Fact Sheet
The microgrid project ‘Fact Sheet’ discusses the following areas:
a. The Issue: Wastewater Treatment Facility acceptance of microgrid technology
b. The Project: Mircogrid application at a wastewater treatment facility
c. Benefits for California
d. Project Highlights
e. Project Specifics
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APPENDIX E:
Outreach Activities
Trane performed numerous Outreach Activities throughout the State of California. A
compilation of these activities is described in following pages.
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APPENDIX F:
UC Davis Report
UC Davis performed an initial report of the LTP microgrid opportunity and the effects
upon water treatment at a wastewater plant. A copy of the report may be found in this
Appendix.
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Image of Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant, Final Research Article, Page 1.
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Image of Laguna Wastewater Treatment Plant, Final Research Article, Page 1.
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